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To the reader

The Machine Vision Group of the University of Oulu has reached the honorable 
age of 25 years. In that time, it has developed into the most well-known com-
munity of experts in this field of research in Finland, and has also been widely 
recognized and respected internationally. The results of the group’s research have 
been applied to a great extent in the industry as well as other research groups both 
domestically and abroad.

This 25th anniversary book presents the quarter-of-a-century success story of the 
group, from its foundation and early years until the leading-edge research of today. 
Separate chapters account for the most significant scientific accomplishments, the 
collaboration with the industry, and the perspectives of future research. The book 
also allows previous employees to explain how they now can utilize the training 
obtained in the group in their new challenges.

A majority of the book consists of an impressive selection of the group’s most im-
portant and most merited scientific publications in their original form. The end 
section includes statistical data of the theses produced on machine vision.

The 25th anniversary book is directed to everyone interested in machine vision 
and Oulu expertise in the field. The book gives an excellent example of how there 
is no shortcut to top-of-the-line research, but it can only be created through years 
of persistent research activity. Although the approach in the scientific publications 
is academic, the aim has been to write the initial part of the book in an easily com-
prehensible manner with numerous practical examples.

Besides the editors, the other contributors to the making of the book were Janne 
Heikkilä, Olli Silvén, Timo Ahonen, Esa Rahtu, and Jukka Kontinen. The layout 
was made by Pasi Kemi, and the language has been revised by Marko Pyhähuh-
ta. The making of the book was sponsored by InX-Systems and Videra Ltd. We 
gratefully acknowledge the above-mentioned and other people who influenced the 
making of the book.

Happy reading!

Oulu, August 2006 

Matti Pietikäinen 

Hannakaisa Aikio 

Kaisa Karppinen
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Introduction

Vision is a key component for building artificial systems that can perceive and 
understand their environment. Humans receive the great majority of information 
about their environment through sight. Computer vision is likely to change society 
in many ways; for example, it will improve the safety and security of people, it will 
help blind people see, and it will make human-computer interaction more natural. 
With computer vision it is possible to provide machines with an ability to under-
stand their surroundings, control the quality of products in industrial processes, 
recognize humans and their actions, and search for information from databases 
using image or video content. 

Currently, the majority of camera-based systems are cognitively blind, lacking the 
capability to understand the contents of the imagery. The goal of computer vision is 
to find methods that provide this capability, while machine vision applies them into 
practice, together with computer, optical and automation engineering. The field is 
faced with a large number of scientific and engineering problems to be solved, and 
expertise from many disciplines is needed, including computer science, electrical 
engineering, mathematics, physics, and cognitive sciences. Although very successful 
in controlled environments, as in the industry, to reach the home and consumer, 
machine vision needs major breakthroughs and generic methodologies that make 
the technology inherently robust and simple to use. 

The Machine Vision Group (MVG) of the University of Oulu was established in 
1981, as the first group of its kind in Finland, after I returned from my doctoral 
research visit to the Computer Vision Laboratory at the University of Maryland 
(USA). Since then the cooperation with Maryland has continued and been extend-
ed to other areas of information engineering at the Department of Electrical and 
Information Engineering. 

The group has achieved a highly respected position internationally. It has produced 
generic methodologies and exhibited its capability of creating complete systems in 
cooperation with its partners in industry and other research institutions. The focus 
areas of its current research are texture-based computer vision, geometric image and 
video analysis, machine vision for sensing and understanding human actions, learn-
ing in machine vision, and vision systems engineering. 

The most significant scientific achievement of the group is the Local Binary Pattern 
(LBP) methodology which has evolved to present a major breakthrough in texture 
analysis. It is already widely used all over the world both in research and in appli-
cations, and it could be described as one of the few generic methods in computer 
vision. Our face recognition approach, based on local binary patterns and proposed 
at ECCV 2004, is a growing success. It has already been adopted and further devel-
oped by many research groups. 

The methodology and tools we developed for high-accuracy geometric camera cali-
bration are widely used, both within the international scientific community and 
the industry. Multiscale autoconvolution, which is one of our recent findings, has 
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been shown in comparative studies to provide excellent precision for global affine 
invariant object recognition. Its simple and elegant formulation is likely to make it 
a popular technique in pattern recognition when feature correspondences cannot be 
determined reliably from images. 

An excellent indication of the high quality of our research is that since 2005, five 
papers from our group have been accepted for the IEEE Transactions on Pattern 
Analysis and Machine Intelligence journal, which is ranked among the top journals 
in electrical engineering and computer science. 

Our approach of combining world-class basic research with more applied research 
on vision systems and systems engineering is quite unique, giving rise to our re-
search having a great practical impact. An excellent demonstration of this is that in 
2004 our industrial partner, InX-Systems, received the first ECVision (Excellence 
on Cognitive Vision Systems) prize from the EU for its OptiGrader machine vision 
system which applies our research results in visualization-based wood inspection 
system training. Recently, the Vision System Design magazine published an article 
(April 2006 issue) on inspection technology which was based on our research. We 
are also aware of several industrial vision systems being developed in Sweden, Spain, 
the USA, and Japan that employ our ideas. 

Another excellent example of the impact of our work is that in 2005 Intopii Ltd., a 
spin-off company of our texture research, entered into a cooperative agreement with 
the Cognex Corporation, the world’s leading supplier of machine vision systems. 
We conceive machine vision research as a remarkable field of science that improves 
the competitiveness of Finnish enterprises by developing methods and techniques 
for improving the performance and usability of industrial machines and products. 

We have made continuous progress in our research and other activities. Our efforts 
in recent years have led to a significant growth and deepening in our international 
collaboration. The results of our research are increasingly published in top scientific 
journals, and are also being made publicly known in the media. We have strength-
ened our team by forming an executive group – consisting of all professors, a senior 
researcher, a post-graduate student and a coordinator – and improved our under-
standing of different scientific cultures by recruiting post doctoral researchers from 
abroad. 

The group is now 25 years old, and it is time to look 
back for a while. Starting a group from scratch and 
reaching international research excellence is a very 
long, difficult, and sometimes even painful process. 
We have achieved our current high status with a very 
fragmented and unstable funding, without any long-
term support. Without many talented and highly 
motivated people behind the group all this progress 
would not have been possible.

Matti Pietikäinen
Professor, Leader of the Machine Vision Group
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Machine vision research in
Oulu from 1970s to 2006

This short history goes through from the early activities before the 
Machine Vision Group was established until today. The last few 
years are only covered very briefly. A more detailed description of the 
activities for the years 1997–2005 can be found from the annual 
reports of the group, see http://www.ee.oulu.fi/mvg/. 

Early image processing activities: 1972–1979
The roots of the Machine Vision Group date back to the Computer Laboratory 
of the Department of Electrical Engineering, led by Professor Pentti Lappalainen. 
With this name the laboratory existed from 1976. Earlier in 1967–1970 it was 
known as the Institute of Power Engineering. In 1971, the name was changed 
to the Institute of Electrical Instrumentation, after Pentti Lappalainen had been 
chosen to hold a professorship in the laboratory. Behind the name changes was a 
major alteration of course, when the focus of education was directed from electri-
cal power engineering to electrical instrumentation, computer engineering and 
microprocessor systems. 

Research on image processing was started in 1972 with the study of an analogue 
image processing system. The development of a low-cost digital image processing 
system was started in 1974, although some basic work in this area had been going 
on since 1972. 

Matti Pietikäinen joined the laboratory as an assistant in 1973, and he was nomi-
nated to the position of laboratory engineer later in the same year. His licentiate 
thesis, finished in 1977, dealt with a low-cost digital processing system capable of 
digitizing static images exposed by a television camera under the program control 
of the NOVA 1220 minicomputer. The images could be displayed on a television 
monitor screen and recorded by photographing with a long exposure time. The 
software developed comprised simple operations like image digitization and dis-
play, amplitude transformations, histograms, smoothing, gradient and Laplacian 
routines with thresholding capabilities. 

1
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Development of an image processing system, mainly for remote sensing research, 
carried out in 1978–1980 can be seen as the first step in image analysis research. 
Remote sensing was used in locating ore deposits and other geographical findings. 
Matti Pietikäinen and his team were developing methods and tools for remote 
sensing experts in Oulu, Dr. Jouko Talvitie and his student Hilkka Arkimaa. Most 
likely, this was the first time that a system for processing and classifying satellite 
images was developed in a Finnish higher education institution. Remote sensing 
research was financed by the Ministry of Trade and Industry and the Academy of 
Finland. 

In 1978–1979 Matti Pietikäinen acted as the head of the laboratory and acting 
professor during the leave of absence of Professor Lappalainen. The laboratory had 
a minimal staff consisting of one professor, a laboratory engineer and three assis-
tants. There were also diploma (master’s) thesis workers, full-time project person-
nel and invited lecturers from the industry. 

A group of students of the Department of Electrical Engineering made in 1979 an 
excursion to the United States, with Matti Pietikäinen 
and Hannu Hakalahti as representatives of the staff of 
the department. The trip included a visit to Professor 
Azriel Rosenfeld’s Computer Vision Laboratory at the 
University of Maryland. A year earlier Matti Pietikäi-
nen had asked him for a Univac digital image handling 
software system called XAP. This software was then 
used as a part of the system developed for remote sens-
ing research. 

The first contacts to Rosenfeld’s group were established. 
Azriel Rosenfeld was the world’s leading specialist in 
computer image analysis and also a highly productive 
author. He wrote, for instance, the first textbook on 
digital image processing as early as 1969. 

In summary, several basic methods, tools and systems 
were developed for the research, since the computers 
back then lacked many capabilities. The knowledge 
and experiences obtained from system-level problems, 
microprocessors and video technology created a basis 
for the later research on industrial machine vision. 

Professor Azriel Rosenfeld’s positive 
response to Matti Pietikäinen’s request 

on XAP software system in 1978.

An illustration of 
the digital image 
processing system 
developed for re-
mote sensing in 

late 1970s.
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Machine Vision Group established:                     
activities in 1980–1984
Matti Pietikäinen wanted to write a doctoral thesis on image analysis, but this 
was practically impossible in Finland, since neither scientific tradition nor proper 
supervision was available. This and a strong personal will drove him for a 14-
month research visit to the University of Maryland in 1980–1981. At that time, it 
was very uncommon to travel abroad for a research visit from the Department of 
Electrical Engineering. 

The Computer Vision Laboratory of the University of Maryland, founded and 
then led by late Research Professor Azriel Rosenfeld, was one of the first research 
groups in computer vision and image analysis and has maintained its top position 
until today. This laboratory is an innovative and multicultural place of work. In 
the early eighties it had about 20 graduate students two thirds of which were non-
Americans by origin. 

The University of Maryland was and still is world-renowned for its research in 
many fields, including computer science end electrical engineering. The Com-
puter Vision Laboratory, which was then located in the Computer Science Center, 
was well resourced and received a lot of external funding. During Pietikäinen’s 
stay, Rosenfeld’s former graduate student Larry Davis came back to Maryland 
in 1981 as an associate professor. Also Rama Chellappa was there finishing his 
doctoral dissertation under Rosenfeld’s supervision. Both Chellappa and Davis are 
now world-renowned professors working with computer vision at the University 
of Maryland.

Matti Pietikäinen served as a faculty research assistant in 
Maryland. He also received partial salary from his position as 
a laboratory engineer at the University of Oulu. His doctoral 
thesis research on image texture analysis and segmentation 
was finished in a year. Professor Rosenfeld supervised doctoral 
students actively and conducted research extremely fast. Pie-
tikäinen has stated that after finishing the experiments, the 
corresponding publication would be ready by the next morn-
ing. In practice this meant working double hours compared to 
the Finnish working day. 

Learning to carry out scientific research and understanding 
the significance of publishing research results were among the 
main experiences Matti Pietikäinen received from his visit to 
Maryland. After Pietikäinen’s dissertation, texture as a research 
theme was almost totally left aside for about 10 years. Still, the 
past experience turned out to be crucial for the research on 
texture since the early 1990s. 

During the last months of his visit, Pietikäinen came to an 
idea of establishing research on industrial machine vision in 

Image texture analysis was Matti 
Pietikäinen’s research theme in 

Maryland.
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Oulu. This theme was rising in the United States as well, but not as much in the 
academic research community. 

Pietikäinen’s notion was based on two premises.  One was the fact that it was very 
difficult to attract funding for basic research in Finland. The other was that the 
researchers had a very strong mathematical background in the leading computer 
vision groups in the United States, whereas research and education in Oulu was 
more oriented to computer engineering and systems development. It seemed logi-
cal to Pietikäinen that the best chances for international success in the research 
would be by focusing on industrial applications of machine vision, allowing re-
searchers to combine image analysis with their engineering expertise. 

The Machine Vision Group was established when Matti Pietikäinen returned from 
his research visit in October 1981. In December, Olli Silvén was recruited as a 
diploma thesis worker. He began developing a workstation for image processing. 
This came into a need for displaying images. Olli Silvén had a background in de-
veloping a maze-solving autonomous robot called micromouse. 

The second diploma thesis worker recruited was Ilkka Moring, who contributed 
to the image analysis methodology in remote sensing research. Later, he became 
a doctor and led machine vision research at VTT Technical Research Centre of 
Finland in Oulu. Currently he is with Polar Electro. The next one, recruited in 
1982, was Juha Röning, who had also been working on the micromouse and other 
equipment and software development earlier. Currently he is a professor and the 
head of the Department of Electrical and Information Engineering. Heikki Ailis-
to, currently a research professor at VTT, was hired in 1983. 

The research on machine vision was started from almost zero. For a long time, 
the research group operated within the Computer Laboratory under Matti Pieti-
käinen’s guidance. More talented people were drawn to the research in machine 
vision, and an enthusiastic spirit surrounded the laboratory. The staff knew that 
its capacity of producing results in industrial machine vision was high. Unfortu-
nately, the group needed to defend its existence, since at the university level more 
expectations were laid on electronics and telecommunications than on digital im-
age processing. 

First research activities

Since 1981, a central area of the research of the group has been industrial machine 
vision, with applications in automated visual inspection, product sorting and ro-
bot guidance. 

Research on special processors for real-time image processing was initiated in 1982. 
First the group developed micro-programmed special processors for standard 
microcomputer systems, which were serving basic functions in image processing 
and analysis. A multiprocessor system for machine vision was the topic of the 
licentiate thesis of Juha Röning, while Ilkka Virtanen’s licentiate work dealt with 
micro-programmable special processors for this kind of a system. 
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Jussi Silander made his licentiate 
thesis on micro-programmable 
and image flow architectures 
for image processing in a project 
called A Work-station for Digi-
tal Image Processing, funded 
by Tekes, the Finnish Funding 
Agency for Technology and In-
novation (former Technology 
Development Centre until 1999 
and the National Technology 
Agency of Finland 1999–2006). 

Research on automated visual in-
spection of printed wiring boards 
was started in 1983, bringing ex-
cellent results as described later. 
Also this project included special 
processor design, as a part of Ilk-
ka Virtanen’s doctoral thesis. 

Image analysis methods for robot vision applications were the subject of the li-
centiate thesis of Ilkka Moring. The first commercial robot vision systems were 
based on binary image analysis using so called SRI features. The goal of the group’s 
research was to reach better performance using also features based on gray scale 
information. 

Matti Pietikäinen’s visit to Maryland was 
followed by Hannu Hakalahti´s stay in 
1982–1983. Hakalahti worked under the 
supervision of Professor Larry S. Davis and 
David Harwood. He studied algorithms 
for robot vision, including a method for 
object recognition based on generalized 
Hough transform and a method for non-
linear image filtering based on Symmetric 
Nearest-Neighbors (SNN). Research on 
these two new topics was later continued 
in Oulu. 

Matti Pietikäinen made his postdoc-
toral visit to Maryland in 1984–1985. 
Hannu Hakalahti was substituting him 
as the leader of machine vision research 
in Oulu. This time Pietikäinen was in-
volved in a national strategic computing 
project called Autonomous Land Vehicle. 

Juha Röning at work with the 
first robot vision system developed 

in the group.

David Harwood and Hannu Haka-
lahti meeting again at the University 

of Maryland in the late 1980s. 
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Together with David Harwood, he developed novel methods for color image seg-
mentation based on color SNN filtering and for stereo vision using three cameras. 
Also these topics generated new research to be carried out in Oulu. 

At the same time, Hakalahti initiated new industrial projects, among others one 
with Imatran Voima power company. It dealt with inspection of rotating blades of 
steam turbines in a power plant. An experimental turbine blade inspection system 
was developed for detecting cracks starting from the trailing edges of the blades. 
The idea was to capture the images using a boreoscope controlled by a translation 
stage while the turbine was rotated slowly. Heikki Maliniemi was involved in this 
project, later developing an industrial system for this application as a part of his 
licentiate thesis work.

Improving research productivity with Unix environments

In fall 1981, the Department of Electrical Engineering received a Soviet-made 
16-bit SM-4 minicomputer. It was a reimplementation of Digital Equipment 
Corporation’s PDP-11/40, and ran an operation system named OS-RV (Operating 
System - Real Time) that in turn was identical to the original RSX-11/M, and even 
the bugs were the same. The computer was quickly renamed as KGB-11. 

It had 256 kilobytes of semiconductor memory, a Romanian made magnetic tape 
drive, an American 76 megabytes Ampex hard disk, two smaller Bulgarian made 
2.5 megabytes disk drives, 16 serial lines and a matrix printer. All the terminals 
were alphanumeric ones except for a Ramtek graphics terminal that ran a UCSD 
Pascal. 

The computer was initially used for student projects in 1981. In early 1982, Matti 
Pietikäinen proposed switching the operating system to Unix that he had learned 
to use at the Computer Vision Laboratory of the University of Maryland. Con-
sequently, a university license and two magnetic tapes containing the software of 
Unix v6 were obtained from the Bell Laboratories and a software package from 
Maryland. 

Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) was already running Unix v6 on a SM4, 
but that system lacked the Ampex drive and had a different magnetic tape system. 
Olli Silvén visited HUT and received a driver for the serial communications 
multiplexors, which were needed to operate the alphanumeric terminals. Silvén 
wrote the Unix drivers for the Ampex and magnetic tape drives himself. The Unix 
system was operational with CVL software at the end of summer 1982. Soon after 
that everyone in the group was using Unix and the image processing tools. This 
had a tremendous impact on the productivity and character of the research. 

SM4 turned out to be a rather unreliable piece of equipment, accumulating 23 
memory faults in 1984 alone, in addition to other breakdowns. However, it was 
a vital tool for the research of the group. It was replaced by a VAX-11/730, also a 
Unix system, in late 1984. 
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Time of growth: activities in 1985–1989
Matti Pietikäinen returned from his second visit to Maryland in 1985. Other 
important characters during this period included Hannu Hakalahti, Olli Sil-
vén, Juha Röning, Tapio Seppänen, Visa Koivunen, Tapani Westman and Vesa 
Vuohtoniemi. 

The resources of the group improved significantly after the mid-1980s when Tekes 
introduced new technology programs. The group had a significant role in several 
projects of these programs. Another reason for the growth in the late 1980s was 
the Tekes-funded project Joint Research in Computer Vision and Parallel Process-
ing, which was a collaborative research project with the University of Maryland 
and VTT Computer Technology Laboratory. Hannu Hakalahti had been selected 
to head this VTT laboratory in 1986. 

More funding was available and the group had gathered reputation by having 
more and more successful projects and dissertations. The most difficult part in the 
history of the group was behind. 

The group was functioning mainly by external funding. The main funding sources 
in order of significance were Tekes, the industry and the Academy of Finland. 
Some members held university positions as well, like Matti Pietikäinen, who be-
came an associate professor in 1986. 

By 1987, machine vision research at the University of Oulu was conducted by 
a staff of over 15 persons. The group was the largest of its kind in Finland. The 
objective was to develop algorithms and vision systems that can be used in a wide 
range of applications to resolve industrial problems. Among the areas of special in-
terest were visual inspection of printed wiring boards, visual inspection of turbine 
blades and rolling metal strips, visual navigation of a mobile robot, methods for 
3-dimensional vision, special processors for image processing, and parallel algo-
rithms and architectures.

Developing systems for industrial automation

The group focused on research in areas which were important for the Finnish 
industry, such as visual inspection of printed wiring boards, rolling metal strips 
and turbine blades. In the 1980s, the research was clearly more oriented toward 
application than method.

Visual inspection was first applied to printed wiring boards. Olli Silvén wrote 
his doctoral thesis on this theme as well as Ilkka Virtanen, who focused on the 
hardware design. Timo Piironen from VTT was contributing to the design of the 
image acquisition system. The printed wiring board inspection system was under 
development in 1983–1985. The experimental system was based on comparison 
of the board patterns with computer-aided design data (see Paper 1). 

The operational principle was to transform the imaged patterns into a vector rep-
resentation and compare it to CAD data. For the first time, high-level CAD model 
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information for comparison was de-
veloped. This research led to many 
other successful projects in visual 
inspection, for example in the area 
of metal strip inspection. Olli Silvén 
played a key role in these activities. 

This innovation was ten years ahead 
of its time, and the industry was 
not ready to use the system at that 
time. Although this project did not 
materialize as commercial systems, 
it provided a good foundation for 
many future projects. The approach 
for printed wiring board inspection 
was among the major achievements 
in the 1980s. 

During the boom of artificial intel-
ligence and expert systems research 
in the mid-1980s, the laboratory 
received an expensive Symbolics 
LISP machine for symbolic com-
puting with the support of Ministry 
of Education. The use of symbolic 
information and semantic nets in 
production-line testing and visual 
inspection was studied from 1984 
onwards. VTT was also involved 
and the research extended into core 
research funded by Tekes in 1985. 

The aim of the project was to create 
learning capabilities into machine 
vision based quality inspection systems combining several existing methods, such 
as statistical, structural and hybrid methods. Tapani Westman wrote his licentiate 
thesis on this topic. Symbolic computing was also utilized, for example in the 
mobile robotics research. This line of research was continued in the early 1990s 
with the development of an object-oriented environment for image understanding 
utilizing perceptual organization. This was the subject of Johan Plomp’s licentiate 
thesis finished in 1996. 

Visual inspection of metal surfaces began in 1986. In a Tekes-funded joint project 
with VTT Electronics and its Computer Technology Laboratory, in 1987–1989 
the group developed a prototype system for automated visual on-line inspection 
of metal strip. The device detected and classified surface defects such as scratches, 
spills and color stripes. On the basis of this work, Rautaruukki New Technology 
developed its SMARTVIS line of steel inspection systems. 

Visual inspection of printed 
wiring boards in progress. 
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Robot vision systems and 
algorithms

Independently navigating vehicles can be seen 
as one of the major challenges in machine vi-
sion and artificial intelligence research, since so 
many issues have to be considered: the inter-
pretation of the environment and constantly 
changing conditions. Visual guidance of mobile 
vehicles was an emerging research topic in the 
mid-1980s. Motivated by Juha Röning’s and 
Olli Silvén’s earlier backgrounds in micromouse 
development and Matti Pietikäinen’s participa-
tion in the Autonomous Land Vehicle project 
in Maryland, the group started to develop its 
own vision-guided moving vehicle. 

The Computer Aided Testvehicle (CAT) was a 
three-wheeled vehicle propelled by a DC mo-
tor developed and used in autonomous naviga-
tion research in 1986–1990. The vehicle was 
equipped with a three-camera stereo vision sys-
tem to model the environment, based on prin-
ciples developed earlier by Matti Pietikäinen in 
Maryland. The difficult problems of trinocular 
stereo system calibration were contributing to 
the group’s research on camera calibration later 
in the 1990s. 

The main focus of this project supported by the Academy of Finland was in study-
ing problems of visual navigation and 3-D modeling of the environment. This 
project formed a basis for Juha Röning´s doctoral thesis finished in 1992. Jukka 
Riekki and Mikko Lindholm were also contributing to this early research on mo-
bile robotics. Both of them prepared their licentiate theses in this project, and 
Riekki later continued towards a doctoral thesis. 

Following Hannu Hakalahti’s work in Maryland on object recognition based on 
generalized Hough transform, research on applications and real-time implementa-
tions of 2-D object recognition algorithms was conducted. Tapio Seppänen de-
veloped a method and processor for visual positioning of a robot in his licentiate 
thesis. 

In the mid 1980s, VTT Electronics and Professor Risto Myllylä’s group at the 
University of Oulu had developed the first version of a time-of-flight laser scanner 
for range imaging. Nowadays, Professor Juha Kostamovaara continues the research 
on high-accuracy time-of-flight measurements at the Electronics Laboratory of 
the University of Oulu. The role of the Machine Vision Group in this area was to 
develop algorithms for range image analysis. Heikki Ailisto did his licentiate thesis 

The Computer Aided Testvehicle 
equipped with a three-camera 

stereo vision system. 
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on this area, and then moved to VTT in Oulu. Currently he is a research professor 
at VTT. 

After Ailisto’s leave, Visa Koivunen began his research career by studying range 
image analysis. The most significant contribution of his research in the group was 
to apply methods based on robust statistics to range image segmentation. Later 
he continued his doctoral research in Professor Ruzena Bajcsy´s laboratory at the 
University of Pennsylvania (USA) gaining more expertise in CAD-based vision 
and statistical image and signal processing. Currently he is a professor of signal 
processing at the Helsinki University of Technology. 

The third significant person participating in the range image analysis research was 
Kari Pulli, who did his licentiate thesis on this topic in the early 1990s. After 
this, he went to study for a Ph.D. degree in Professor Linda Shapiro’s group at 
the University of Washington, USA. Now he is a world-renowned expert in com-
puter graphics working at Nokia Research Center and Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT). He has also been a docent of the Department of Electrical and 
Information Engineering since 2000. 

Internationalization of the group

Since the early 1980s, Matti Pietikäinen, Hannu Hakalahti and Olli Silvén made 
trips together to several leading European and American research groups and com-
panies in order to adapt good practices and to build networks. 

To make researcher training more international, Hakalahti and Pietikäinen 
organized a Nordic Graduate School on Robot Vision in 1986. This school, 
sponsored by the Nordic Council of Ministers and the University of Oulu, was 
arranged in two parts. The first seminar took place in Isosyöte, Pudasjärvi and 
the second one in Oulu. Professor Robert M. Haralick (USA), who is one of the 
pioneers in image analysis and computer vision, gave a seminar on mathematical 
morphology in Oulu. 

A project called Joint Research in Computer Vision and Parallel Processing was 
initiated in 1987 with funding from Tekes. It was conducted in cooperation with 
VTT and the Center for Automation Research of the University of Maryland. The 
project included designing new algorithms and their parallel implementations in 
multiprocessor environments. 

At that time, there was a great need for efficient processors that can process mil-
lions of pixels in a second. A single processor was not capable of this. Kari Peh-
konen from VTT and Tapio Seppänen made their doctoral theses in this project. 
Currently Seppänen is a professor at the Computer Engineering Laboratory of the 
University of Oulu and Pehkonen is with Nokia. 

As a result of the collaboration with Maryland, the group also designed real-time 
VLSI chips for SNN filtering and color connectivity analysis that were studied 
earlier during the long visits to Maryland. Parallel processing was also the theme 
of a technology program of Tekes. A transputer-based multiprocessor system for 
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machine vision applications was developed in Vesa Vuohtoniemi’s licentiate thesis. 
The group also proposed a hybrid architecture for machine vision based on differ-
ent types of parallel processing at different levels of vision, for example pipelined 
special (VLSI) processors at low level tasks and transputer-based MIMD systems 
at higher levels. 

International cooperation was also carried out in a project called Low-level 
Vision and Image Processing funded by the European Community. This joint 
European COST project carried out in 1986–1987 and coordinated by Professor 
Jean-Claude Simon, France, had eight member groups from seven countries. It 
was a networking project by its nature, in which another Finnish participant was 
Professor Yrjö Neuvo from the Tampere University of Technology. 

The 6th Scandinavian Conference on Image Analysis was held in Oulu in June 
1989. It was co-organized by the Pattern Recognition Society of Finland and the 
University of Oulu. Erkki Oja was the conference chairman, Matti Pietikäinen 
the program chairman, Juha Röning the local organization chairman and Hannu 
Hakalahti acted as the exhibition chairman. Over 300 people from 22 countries 
attended the event. This meant that it was the biggest by its size of all the SCIA 
conferences ever. 

The event turned out to be a great success. It was built up by voluntary work 
and demanded a year’s work contribution especially from Juha Röning and Matti 
Pietikäinen. The starting budget was minimal, around 2,000 Finnish marks. At 
the end, the organizing committee was even left with some profit. About two 
thirds of the papers arrived from non-Scandinavian countries. In the exhibition, 
19 companies presented their products. 

The conference had several top-level invited presentations, such as Professor Az-
riel Rosenfeld´s after-dinner speech, John Daugman´s talk on Gabor filtering and 
Jorge Sanz’s talk on industrial machine vision. The conference served the purpose 
of internationalization well, as well as increased the reputation of the group. The 
participants expressed their gratitude for the well-organized event. 

In 1989, Matti Pietikäinen was elected as the president of the Pattern Recognition 
Society of Finland for the period 1989–1992 and Juha Röning as its secretary. 
This society is a member of the International Association for Pattern Recognition 
(IAPR). Pietikäinen was also elected as member of the Governing Board of IAPR, 
a position in which he has stayed until today. In this role he has served as a mem-
ber of different committees of the IAPR, and chaired its education committee in 
1996–1998.

The group played a key role, together with the Pattern Recognition Society and 
VTT, in organizing the Nordic Workshop on Industrial Machine Vision in 
Kuusamo, Finland, in 1992. This second meeting in the series of Scandinavian 
workshops on image analysis was chaired by Matti Pietikäinen and co-chaired 
by Ilkka Moring from VTT. Dr. Kevin Harding from the Industrial Technology 
Institute (USA), and Professor André Oosterlinck from Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven (Belgium), were the plenary speakers. 
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Towards world-class research:
activities in 1990–1999
The severe recession in early 1990s had a 
positive impact on research resources. There 
were more prominent people at hand to 
conduct research. The research funding did 
not suffer from similar depression as the 
economy. Instead, it was seen as important 
to invest in fundamental research as a way of 
recovering from the stagnation. The decision 
about the Machine Vision Technology Pro-
gram of Tekes (see below) was taken prior to 
the recession, so research projects were able 
to continue without any harm. 

In many of its projects in applied research, 
especially in the 1980s and 1990s, the Machine Vision Group has collaborated 
with the VTT Technical Research Centre. This has helped both parties in getting 
complementary expertise for the projects, such as algorithm and image acquisition 
design. Partly in these joint projects, several doctoral dissertations and licentiate 
theses have been prepared by researchers from VTT. Among these are the doctoral 
theses of Heikki Ailisto, Tapio Heikkilä, Jyrki Laitinen, Ilkka Moring, Jussi Paak-
kari, and Kari Pehkonen, which were all officially supervised by the professor of 
the group.

In 1989, a joint research project on intelligent machines was started together with 
VTT. The Machine of the Future was a large and very interesting project. The goal 
of the project carried out in 1990–1993 with Tekes funding was to develop an 
integrated control method for intelligent autonomous machines, and to verify its 
suitability with a prototype of an autonomous pick-and-place manipulator. 

For laboratory experiments, the group was able to buy a GM Fanuc S-10 in-
dustrial robot equipped with a structured light range scanner. The outdoor tests 
were carried out with a large hydraulic paper roll manipulator equipped with a 
sophisticated gripping device and appropriate sensors. Several manufacturers were 
involved in the project. The project proved to be highly useful from a learning 
point of view. Juha Röning from the group and Tapio Heikkilä from VTT had the 
central roles in this project. Also Jukka Riekki, who is currently a professor at the 
Computer Engineering Laboratory, gathered material for his doctoral thesis from 
this project. 

The Machine Vision Technology Program

The Machine Vision Technology Program of Tekes in years 1992–1996 was the 
key thing in increasing the research capacity of the group in the 1990s. The Ma-

A large hydraulic paper roll 
manipulator was tested in the 
Machine of the Future project.
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chine Vision Group contributed to many projects of the program as a coordinator 
or subcontractor. 

In its final evaluation report, the program was acknowledged for “having 
wholeheartedly involved itself with industrial partners, small and large, without 
sacrificing research excellence, and by tackling tough generic machine vision 
problems such as texture analysis, industrial photogrammetry, and color” (L.F. 
Pau, H. Savisalo: Machine Vision 1992–1996, Tekes 16/96). 

According to the evaluators, three of the ten most significant innovations produced 
within the program – the segmentation of texture, pedestrian traffic monitoring 
and visual servoing – were made by the Machine Vision Group. 

One of the group’s projects was Machine Vision in Industrial Inspection (1991–
1994), in which methods for texture analysis, classification and on-line color cam-
era calibration were developed, partly also with the support of the Academy of 
Finland. The role of the VTT in this project was to develop methods and tools for 
the design of image acquisition. 

The goal of the project Real-time Control of Robots and Moving Machines 
(1991–1996) was to bring the visual tracking technology (Paper 10) to the indus-
trial application level. Among the results were a method and experimental system 
for precise camera based 3-D measurements and a pilot vision system for a ware-
house pick-and-place robot.

Automated Visual Inspection of Wood Surfaces (1992–1994) focused on the de-
velopment of approaches to color vision based grading of lumber together with 
VTT. These applications were utilizing methods developed in the project men-
tioned earlier. The group’s strong experience on visual inspection had extended 
into inspection of wood already since 1991. 

Azriel Rosenfeld 
is given an hon-
orary doctorate. 
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Real-time Software Development Environment for Machine Vision (1994–1995) 
concentrated on technology transfer of knowledge to industry concerning ma-
chine vision algorithm and real-time software development environments. VTT 
was also involved in this project. 

RGB Vision in Industrial Color Measurements (1995–1996) resulted in ap-
proaches to accurate color measurements based on on-line color camera calibra-
tion. Color measurements of paper and pulp were used as case studies. 

The group played key roles also as a subcontractor in two industrial projects of the 
program, developing a traffic counter in collaboration with Elektrobit Ltd. (Paper 
12) and a system for recognizing forms and characters from cylindrical objects 
with Sypal. 

As a part of the Machine Vision Technology Program, the group organized an 
international workshop entitled Machine Vision for Advanced Production chaired 
by Matti Pietikäinen in 1994. Among the invited speakers were Professor Azriel 
Rosenfeld, Professor L.F. Pau and Dr. Joseph Mundy. Many of the workshop pa-
pers were extended, reviewed by an international panel and then published in a 
special edition, in two volumes, of the International Journal of Pattern Recogni-
tion and Artificial Intelligence (eds. M. Pietikäinen and L.F. Pau). The special issue 
was also reprinted as a book by World Scientific. 

During the same visit to Oulu, Professor Rosenfeld received an honorary doctor-
ate of the University of Oulu for his great contributions to image analysis and to 
the research performed in Oulu. 

Back to basics – research on machine vision methodology

The methodology research captivated an increasing part of the research since the 
mid-1990s. Motion, texture and color analysis were further investigated. The first 
paper of the group appearing in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Ma-
chine Intelligence, dealing with 2-D shape descriptors, was published in 1995 
(Paper 16). The results of this work were ap-
plied to character recognition, and this was 
also the first research effort of the group in 
document image analysis. 

Research on physics-based color vision was 
started in 1992, when Dr. Elzbieta Marsza-
lec joined the group. She was the first female 
doctor who stayed for years in the group. 
Before this, she had specialized in optical 
(color) measurements. In the group, she 
widened her expertise to physics-based color 
vision. For example, she was responsible for 
creating the Physics-Based Face Database 
(Paper 8), and she made a research visit to 
Professor Steven A. Shafer’s lab at the Ro-

Dr. Elzbieta Marszalec 
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on color vision in the 
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botics Institute of the Carnegie Mellon University (USA). Dr. Marszalec was man-
aging the color research of the Machine Vision Group until 1998. In 1999, while 
staying at VTT Information Technology, she was appointed to a docentship of the 
Department of Electrical Engineering in the area of color machine vision. 

In connection to the color research, Dr. Steven A. Shafer from Microsoft 
Corporation (USA) visited the group in 1996, giving a seminar on physics-based 
color vision. Formerly, he was a professor at the Carnegie Mellon University, and a 
chairperson of the Robotics Doctoral Program there. Based on this experience he 
also gave a very interesting talk called How to Give a Great Talk. 

Color vision research was continued by Birgit-
ta Martinkauppi in her doctoral thesis on face 
color under varying illumination, finished in 
2002. She was the first woman to get a Ph.D. 
in information engineering from the Depart-
ment of Electrical and Information Engineer-
ing. The skin locus method, which is one of 
the group’s significant scientific innovations, 
was mainly developed as the joint work of Dr. 
Maricor Soriano and Birgitta Martinkauppi 
(Paper 9). Dr. Soriano from the Philippines, 
who has a Ph.D. in physics, stayed as a post-
doctoral researcher in the group for the years 
1998–2000 and also made two short research 
visits afterwards. 

Research on motion analysis started during Olli Silvén’s research visit to the Uni-
versity of Maryland in 1989–1990. There Silvén participated in a project called 
Robot Acting on Moving Bodies (RAMBO), in which a robot arm was used in 
capturing a rotating item. There was a camera installed in the robot’s wrist. Sil-
vén was trying to improve the measuring accuracy of the three-camera stereo by 
integrating longer image sequences. Instead of three cameras, Silvén developed a 
solution, where only one camera was enough for reconstructing the image. The 
work was continued later in Oulu with success. Tapio Repo finished his doctoral 
thesis on this theme in 2002. 

Later in the 1990s, the research originally based on the three-camera stereo was 
continued in camera calibration research by Janne Heikkilä (Paper 11). This is one 
of the examples of how a certain research topic extends into several others. The 
excellence in a way doubles and triples itself when something new is created on an 
already existing technique or method. 

The renaissance of texture analysis 

After Matti Pietikäinen’s doctoral thesis, the research on texture analysis was “for-
gotten” for about ten years until it was reinforced in the early 1990s. At first Timo 
Ojala did his diploma thesis on edge-based texture measures. After finishing it, 

Olli Silvén and Kari Pehkonen 
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their visit to the University of 

Maryland. 
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he was cooperating with David Harwood, who visited Oulu in 1992. As a result 
of the collaboration, the original version of a method called Local Binary Pattern 
(LBP) was introduced. 

The version was published in 1994 as a conference paper and in 1996 in a jour-
nal (Paper 4), as a part of a comparative study of texture measures, but it did not 
receive too wide an attention yet. The properties of the method were then further 
studied and the method was extended and generalized, mainly in connection with 
Timo Ojala’s (1997) and Topi Mäenpää’s (2003) doctoral theses. 

An International Workshop on Texture Analysis in Machine Vision (Texture ’99) 
was arranged in Oulu in June 1999. The aim of this workshop was to discuss ways 
to increase the usefulness of texture in practical applications. Invited speakers were 
Professor Anil K. Jain from Michigan State University and Professor Rama Chel-
lappa from the University of Maryland. 

The chairman of the workshop and its program committee was Professor Matti 
Pietikäinen and Dr. Timo Ojala chaired the organizing committee. Revised ver-
sions of the papers presented in the workshop were later published in a book called 
Texture Analysis in Machine Vision (ed. M. Pietikäinen, World Scientific, 2000). 
This workshop was also the first one in a series of texture analysis and synthesis 
workshops held in different countries. 

Graduate schools as research boosters

The Machine Vision Group participates in the activities of two graduate schools: 
the national Graduate School in Electronics, Telecommunications and Automation 
(GETA) and the local Infotech Oulu Graduate School, both of which are funded 
by the Ministry of Education and the Academy of Finland. The postgraduate 
students can apply for four-year doctoral student positions in the graduate schools. 
The graduate schools also arrange intensive courses on various topics and provide 
financial support for the conference trips of those students who have obtained 
graduate school positions and will present a paper in the conference. 

The graduate school system, established in the mid-1990s, has had a vital role in 
the development of the group in the recent years. It has helped the group to focus 
more on basic research. Timo Ojala, Janne Heikkilä and Hannu Kauppinen were 
the first graduate students of the group who succeeded in receiving positions in 
the GETA graduate school. 

Infotech Oulu, an umbrella organization for information technology research at 
the University of Oulu, was founded in 1996. Its principal goal is to create an 
environment for the development of world-class research groups by advancing 
long-term research, researcher training, and international cooperation. Matti Pie-
tikäinen played a key role in the establishment of Infotech Oulu and has acted 
as its scientific director thereafter. Since 1999, Infotech Oulu Graduate School 
has also obtained graduate school positions from the Ministry of Education, and 
many of the group’s graduate students have been chosen to these positions. 
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Active role in European research programs

The group played the key role in a large six million ECU industrial Esprit project 
Color and Texture Inspection Equipment – CATIE, in which several research re-
sults of the group were transferred into industrial use. The objective of the project 
was to provide cost-effective color and texture based automatic inspection and 
sorting solutions for the industry. 

Three application areas were considered: hot steel strip, wood slabs and food. The 
consortium consisted of nine participants: four academic and five industrial part-
ners from Finland, Denmark and Germany. Professor Olli Silvén was the coordi-
nator of the whole project, and Hannu Kauppinen contributed significantly to 
the development of inspection methods. He has specialized in wood inspection, 
finishing his doctoral thesis in 1999. 

The European Commission reviewers gave exceptionally positive comments on 
the achievements of the CATIE project. As a result, four new inspection systems 
(for food, wood, parquet and steel materials) and a new high-speed color line-scan 
camera are on the market. 

Another industrial Esprit project, Intraoperative Real-time Visualization and 
Instrument Tracking in MRI, applying visual tracking results of the group, was 
carried out in 1998–1999. A follow-up project, Advanced Minimally Invasive 
Therapy Using MRI (AMIT), targeting to clinical trials of an interactive MRI 
intervention system was in progress from 2000 to 2002. 

The group was a primary node of the European Computer Vision Network 
(ECVnet) in 1995–1997 and participated in its activities by, for example, organiz-
ing a Technology Transfer Workshop in Machine Vision in Lappeenranta, Finland, 
in June 1997. In 1992–1995, the group was a member of the Nordic Research 
Network on Computer Vision (NORVIC) sponsored by NorFA. 

 

Cooperation with Maryland kept intensive 

The Cooperative Research on Computer Vision project with the University of 
Maryland 1995–2000 was mainly funded by the Academy of Finland and Tekes. 
In this project, new systems and algorithms for document analysis and retrieval, 

Today, the University of Maryland 
is a community of 35,000 students 
and 12,000 employees and the pride 
of the whole area. The university 
offers 250 different academic pro-
grams. It is among the top universi-
ties in the world in computer vision 
research. The University of Mary-
land is located in College Park close 

to Washington DC.
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image analysis and media processing were investigated. The doctoral theses of 
Jaakko Sauvola (1997) and Hannu Kauniskangas (1999) dealing with document 
image analysis and retrieval were partly done for this project under the supervision 
of Dr. David Doermann from the University of Maryland. Also Dr. Oleg Okun 
was contributing to the document analysis research. 

The cooperative research project started the collaboration with Dr. David 
Doermann, co-director of the Laboratory for Language and Media Processing. In 
recent years, Dr. Doermann has been the key person at Maryland in promoting 
collaboration and researcher exchange between the University of Maryland and 
research groups (Machine Vision, MediaTeam Oulu and Intelligent Systems) in 
Oulu. This exchange has been funded mostly by Tekes, and it is still continuing. 
In 2002, Dr. Doermann received an honorary doctorate of the University of Oulu 
for his contributions. 

The diversity of research topics leads to spin-offs

The enterprises of the Oulu region in the area of information technology grew 
rapidly in late 1990s. At that time, the research group was called Machine Vision 
and Media Processing (MVMP) unit. The growth of the IT industry significantly 
increased its interest in the research of the unit, especially in the area of media 
processing for mobile communications. 

Partly due to this, the level of funding and the size of the unit substantially in-
creased. This created many new opportunities and challenges for the research. 
The most important challenge was to recruit suitable researchers and to balance 
between research efforts and the notably increased number of undergraduate stu-
dents and their education. 

As the result of differing research interests of the new doctors who graduated from 
the group and stayed with it, the areas of activity widened to include machine 

An intelligent document image re-
trieval system developed in coopera-
tion with the University of Maryland. 
It was also generalized and integrated 
for retrieval of ordinary scene images. 
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vision, media processing and intelligent systems research. In order to sharpen its 
focus, the MVMP unit was split in 1999 into two cooperating groups: one con-
centrating on machine vision and intelligent systems (MVIS) and the other one 
on multimedia, mobile computing and value adding services (MediaTeam Oulu). 
Both of them were selected for the period 2000–2002 to Infotech Oulu. The 
founders of MediaTeam Oulu, Dr. Jaakko Sauvola and Dr. Timo Ojala, were both 
later nominated professors. 

At the end of the 1990s, the core areas of research of the MVMP unit were abun-
dant: 1) color and texture based scene analysis, with applications in surface in-
spection, surveillance, medical image analysis, and media processing; 2) image 
sequence processing and transmission, with applications in industrial automation, 
visual surveillance, wireless image communications, media processing, and medi-
cal image analysis; 3) media processing and services, including document analysis, 
intelligent retrieval of documents, images and videos from databases and their 
bandwidth saving transmission in networks in a multimedia context, computer 
telephony integration, and mobile multimedia services; 4) medical signal and im-
age processing, with applications in aerobic fitness determination from heart rate 
measurements, diagnosis of skin diseases, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); 
5) sensor based control of intelligent mobile robots. 

The Machine Vision Group within MVMP was the leading group of its field in 
Finland. It employed about 20 researchers and research assistants. 

Reaching research excellence: years 2000–2006
By the first years of the new millennium, the group has clearly reached the level 
of excellence in its research. Several indicators show very positive progress, such as 
many significant discoveries and innovations produced in research, an increasing 
number of publications in top journals and conferences, and international collab-
oration with world-renowned scientists and groups. The group and its projects have 
received excellent evaluations made by several panels of international experts. 

In the early 2000s, the main areas of machine vision research in the Machine Vi-
sion and Intelligent Systems group were divided into image analysis and image 
sequence analysis. The research on image analysis concentrated on problems in 
texture analysis, color and face image analysis, document image analysis, adaptive 
systems for color-texture inspection, and visualization-based user interfacing. The 
focus of image sequence analysis was in tracking and motion estimation, video 
indexing, 3-D modeling and camera calibration, and interventional MRI. 

Janne Heikkilä had joined the group in 1992 as a diploma thesis worker, and then 
continued as a postgraduate student, defending his doctoral thesis in 1997. His 
first research areas included precise 3-D measurements using a single moving cam-
era, geometric camera calibration, and tracking and motion analysis. Later in the 
2000s, he extended his research interests to geometric invariants and descriptors. 
This has emerged as a highly successful research direction. Janne Heikkilä became 
professor in 2000 and has been the associate leader of the group since 2003. 
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In January 2002, the group moved into new premises in Tietotalo, “the infor-
mation technology building”. In order to further sharpen its focus, the Machine 
Vision and Intelligent Systems group was split in late 2002 into Machine Vi-
sion Group and Intelligent Systems Group, both of which have been members 
of Infotech Oulu since 2003. The activities of the Machine Vision Group are led 
by Professors Matti Pietikäinen (leader), Olli Silvén (associate leader), and Janne 
Heikkilä (associate leader). The leader of the Intelligent Systems Group is Profes-
sor Juha Röning. 

Currently, the main research areas are defined as texture-based computer vision, 
geometric image and video analysis, machine vision for sensing and understanding 
human actions, learning in machine vision, and vision systems engineering. 

Several significant projects in 2000s 

The Academy of Finland provided basic funding for the texture research. With the 
partial support of the project Texture Analysis in Machine Vision (1999–2002), sev-
eral key findings and generalizations were made which helped make the breakthrough 
of the LBP operator possible, including developing multiscale and rotation invariant 
versions and discovering the role of so-called uniform patterns. The international at-
tention started to grow after introducing the generalized LBP operator in the IEEE 
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence journal in 2002 (Paper 5). 

The latest Academy-funded texture project is titled Analysis of 3-D Textured Surfaces, 
in which the main focus has been on machine vision tasks which have not been previ-
ously considered texture analysis problems. The LBP methodology has been adopted 
to face recognition (Paper 6), face detection and facial expression recognition with 
excellent success, outperforming the state-of-the-art methods. The first texture-based 
method for detecting moving objects in real time was also developed (Paper 7). 

The Proactive Computing Research Program (PROACT) of the Academy of Finland 
was launched in late 2002. Matti Pietikäinen, Olli Silvén and Janne Heikkilä came to 
an idea of a project combining the group’s expertise in different areas such as motion, 

A smart room is a typical environment 
for applying proactive technology. An 
access control to such a room based on 
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color, texture and face analysis. Machine Vision for Sensing and Understanding Hu-
man Actions – Provision (2003–2005) was a significant long-term research project 
traversing all main research areas of the group. 

The proposal made by the group was one of the few single-group applications ac-
cepted for the PROACT program. The topics to be investigated included, for example, 
novel methods for background subtraction, facial image analysis and human activity 
recognition, and systems for human-computer interaction and access control. Several 
new students were hired for the project – and four of them continued as postgraduate 
students. 

Provision produced two Tekes-funded projects, Virtually Extended Camera-based 
User Interface (VECAM) and still ongoing Person Identification in Mobile Devices 
and Video Surveillance (PersonID). Abdenour Hadid’s doctoral thesis, finished in 
2005, covering learning and recognizing faces from still images and video sequences, 
was also partly written within the Provision project.

Another recent Academy-funded project was Methods for Transform Domain Pattern 
Analysis (2003–2005). This project exploited a new framework, in which the actual 
recognition is performed using transform domain methods for images that do not 
necessarily require segmentation and feature extraction. The basic idea was to use image 
transforms which make the data invariant against affine transformations, and to apply 
appearance based recognition methods for this data. The transform, which was mainly 
investigated, was the Multi-Scale Autoconvolution (MSA) (Papers 14 and 15). 

Tekes-funded projects include VISOP – Visual Training of an Inspection Equipment 
based on Machine Vision. As a result of this project, a non-supervised training ap-
proach for visual inspection of wood surfaces was proposed (Paper 2). The solution 
does not require labeling of individual samples or parameter tuning, but uses a Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) to cluster the samples into a finite set of categories based on 
the similarity of their features. Thus, it is not affected by human errors in training. 

Matti Niskanen’s doctoral thesis (2003) concentrated on a visual training based ap-
proach to surface inspection. Apart from the VISOP project, machine learning has 
been studied by Dr. Oleg Okun and Olga Kayo (nee Kouropteva) who finished her 
dissertation on local linear embedding algorithm (Paper 3, for example) in 2006.

A two-year project VIDECS –Video Coding Solutions for Wireless Applications, was 
funded by Tekes in 2003–2004. Among the main results achieved in the project were 
a number theoretic transform based motion estimation solution for video coding pur-
poses (Paper 13), and a novel video stabilization method. 

Machine vision is a highly inter- and multidisciplinary research field. In recent years, 
the group has collaborated with experts from various fields, for example in medical 
imaging, wood and paper inspection, spectral imaging for greenhouse monitoring, 
and robotics. An excellent example of these interdisciplinary activities is a project, in 
which manifold learning methods are developed for brain activity analysis using fMRI 
(functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) imagery.

This research effort carried out in collaboration with the Department of Diagnostic 
Radiology (the largest unit in the Nordic countries) at the University of Oulu, and 
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the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Professor Yu-Feng Zang, National Laboratory of 
Pattern Recognition) belongs to the NEURO 2006–2009 program of the Academy 
of Finland. The goal is to develop clinically applicable diagnostic methods modeled 
according to the solutions originally developed for learning in visual inspection ap-
plications (Paper 2).

Deepening international activities

The recent years have meant a significant growth and deepening of the international 
activities of the group. Active collaboration has been established with some of the world’s 
leading institutions and top scientists. The group has had in-depth collaboration with 
the University of Maryland since the early 1980s, and more recent partners include 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, INRIA Rhône-Alpes (France) and the Academy 
of Sciences of the Czech Republic. The group has also had joint research efforts and 
researcher exchange with the University of Freiburg (Germany). 

The number of visits abroad has grown re-
cently. Since mid-2003, eight long visits have 
been made by the researchers to the groups 
of top-class scientists at the University of 
Maryland (Professor Larry S. Davis, Profes-
sor Rama Chellappa, Dr. David Doermann), 
INRIA Rhône-Alpes (Dr. Radu Horaud, Dr. 
Cordelia Schmid), University of East Anglia 
(Professor Graham Finlayson), University of 
Freiburg (Professor Hans Burkhardt), and the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences (Professor Stan 
Z. Li). 

In recent years, the group has also had an 
increasing number of foreign researchers par-
ticipating in its research. In spring 2006, the 
group had ten researchers or research assis-
tants from abroad, which is 30 per cent of the 
research personnel. Senior researcher Dr. Oleg 
Okun from Belarus,  postdoctoral researchers 
Abdenour Hadid from Algeria, Olga Kayo 
from Russia, Guoying Zhao from China and 
Mark Barnard from Australia, and a postgrad-
uate student Dazhuo Li from China represent 
international expertise in the field of machine 
vision. Additionally, four foreign research as-
sistants were working on their master’s theses 
in the Machine Vision Group. 

The group has been able to invite some top-
level scientists to Oulu as plenary speakers of 
its international workshops, as lecturers of in-

Professor Stan Z. Li lecturing on face 
recognition in spring 2006. 
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tensive courses or as opponents in dissertations – mainly with financial support from 
Infotech Oulu. These visits have been very fruitful for the research and researcher 
training. The group was able to invite three exclusive visitors for the year 2006: Profes-
sors Larry S. Davis and Shuvra S. Bhattacharyya from the University of Maryland and 
Professor Stan Z. Li from the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The group is currently 
collaborating with all of them in its research. 

Earlier, Professor Graham Finlayson visited the group in 2002, which contributed to 
Dr. Birgitta Martinkauppi’s research visit to his laboratory at the University of East 
Anglia in 2003. Professor Hans Burkhardt visited Oulu in 2004, and in 2005 graduate 
student Esa Rahtu made a five-month research visit to Burkhardt’s laboratory at the 
University of Freiburg. 

Following Dr. Cordelia Schmid’s visit to the group in 2005, new collaboration was 
started with her group at INRIA Rhône-Alpes. After this, graduate students Juho Kan-
nala and Marko Heikkilä have made research visits to her group. Professor Jan Flusser 
visited in 2005 and again in 2006 with funding he obtained from the Academy of 
Finland. As a result of this, new collaboration with Flusser’s laboratory at the Academy 
of Sciences of Czech Republic has begun. 

International workshops

The group organized a Workshop on Real-Time Image Sequence Analysis (RISA 
2000), which was chaired by Professor Olli Silvén. This was the second one in the 
series of Machine Vision and Media Processing workshops, following the Texture ’99 
workshop mentioned earlier. The plenary speakers were Professor Larry S. Davis from 

Researchers have participated in sev-
eral well-known international confer-
ences and workshops. Here they take 

part in ICPR 2000 in Barcelona. 
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the University of Maryland, Professor Henrik I. Christensen from the Royal Institute 
of Technology (Sweden), and Dr. James M. Rehg from Compaq Corporation (USA). 

In 2001, the group co-organized with the MediaTeam Oulu group an international 
Infotech Oulu Workshop on Information Retrieval (IR 2001) chaired by Dr. Timo 
Ojala. In 2002, the two groups co-organized an international Infotech conference, 
MUM 2002 – 1st International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia. 

The Workshop on Processing Sensory Information for Proactive Systems (PSIPS 2004) 
chaired by Professor Matti Pietikäinen was organized by the group in 2004. The ple-
nary speakers were Professor Jim Crowley from INRIA Rhône-Alpes, France, Professor 
Carlo Regazzoni from the University of Genoa, Italy, and Professor Martti Mäntylä 
from the Helsinki University of Technology. 

The professors of the group have been program committee members of several interna-
tional conferences, while many researchers have served as reviewers for various journal 
and conference articles. Recently, Professor Pietikäinen was invited as an Area Chair 
of the Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Conference (CVPR 2007), which is 
one of the major events in the field. He was also invited as co-chair of workshops for 
the International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR 2008). 

External recognition and awards

In 1994, Professor Matti Pietikäinen was elected as one of 
the founding fellows of the International Association for Pat-
tern Recognition (IAPR) for his contributions to machine vi-
sion and its applications in industry, and service to the IAPR. 
He has been member of the Governing Board of IAPR since 
1989. 

Recently, he served over four years (2000–2005) as an associate 
editor of IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence, which is regarded as the most prestigious 
journal in computer vision and pattern recognition. He is 
also an associate editor of the Pattern Recognition journal 
and has received senior scientist funding from the Academy 
of Finland for the periods 2001–2002 and 2006–2007. In 
addition, he has been a candidate for academy professorships 
with excellent evaluations. 

In recent years, Professor Janne Heikkilä has received several awards and obtained 
substantial project funding. In 2001, he won the prestigious Young Investigator’s Prize 
of the Finnish Foundation for Technical Advancement (Tekniikan edistämissäätiö) 
and Senior Investigator’s Prize of the University of Oulu. Later in 2004, he succeeded 
in receiving quality unit funding from the University of Oulu for his project Image 
Analysis with Geometric Invariants and Descriptors. In 2006, Professor Heikkilä was 
elected as president of the Pattern Recognition Society of Finland. Esa Rahtu was cho-
sen to serve as the secretary of the society and Dr. Sami Brandt as its treasurer. 

Matti Pietikäinen received from 
IAPR president Jake Aggarwal a 
special distinction as a founding 

fellow of the IAPR in 1994. 
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Professor Olli Silvén has played a very significant role in making machine vision to 
work in practice. In 1998–2000, he chaired the applications in industry committee of 
the IAPR. He has also been an evaluator of European projects and a member of the 
board of the Finnish ESPRIT technology transfer node on machine vision.

Several researchers have won national and international awards for their theses and 
publications. Machine Vision Prize is granted by Vision Club of Finland, a section of 
the Finnish Society of Automation, for the best thesis work on applications or theory 
of machine vision. The success of candidates from the Machine Vision Group has been 
outstanding: the prize has been awarded to Mika Korhonen (2000), Matti Niskanen 
(2001), Markus Turtinen (2003), and Sami Huttunen (2006). 

The award for the best Finnish master’s thesis in pattern recognition, granted by the 
Pattern Recognition Society of Finland, has been given to Olga Kayo (nee Kouropteva) 
(2002), and Jari Hannuksela (2004). Among other master’s thesis awards of the grad-
uate students are the best master’s thesis prize received by Seppo Taivalkoski from the 
Society of Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science (2000), and the best diploma 
thesis prize given by IEEE Student Branch Oulu to Vili Kellokumpu (2006). 

The doctoral dissertations made by the researchers of the group have also received very 
high rankings. Sami Brandt won the best national dissertation prize from the field of 
pattern recognition and computer vision in 2002–2003 (awarded by the Pattern Rec-
ognition Society of Finland). Mikko Salo was awarded with the best doctoral thesis 
in mathematics published at the University of Helsinki in 2003, and Guoying Zhao 
with the best Ph.D. finished in 2005 at the Institute of Computing Technology of the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. In addition, Janne Heikkilä, Birgitta Martinkauppi and 
Topi Mäenpää have been among the candidates for the best Scandinavian dissertation 
in image analysis and pattern recognition. 

Dr. Timo Ojala received a docentship in digital media processing and machine vision 
at the University of Oulu in 2001. Respectively, Dr. Oleg Okun received a docentship 
in image analysis at the University of Oulu in 2003. A docentship can be awarded to 
a doctor who has successfully pursued his/her research, and demonstrated sufficient 
teaching skills. 

High-standard publications and other output

The quality and number of publications in leading journals and conferences has grown 
significantly. In recent years, the group has produced about 30 refereed publications 
a year. It is especially noticeable that since 2005 as many as five papers have been 
published or accepted for publication in the prestigious IEEE Transactions on Pattern 
Analysis and Machine Intelligence journal. 

Many of the publications have been frequently cited in the literature. Especially the 
group’s papers on texture analysis and camera calibration are among the most fre-
quently cited papers in their fields. But it is even more important that a large number 
of research groups and enterprises have adopted and further developed methodologies 
introduced by the group. This shows that the research has had a great impact in the 
progress of both science and technology. 
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Among the other outputs of the group are the highly valuable test image databases 
and software tools delivered via the Internet or as CD-ROMs. In fact, the group has 
been among the most active computer vision research groups in providing this kind of 
services. The camera calibration toolboxes, the Physics-Based Face Database, the Face 
Video Database, Outex texture analysis framework and database, C++ Libraries for 
Pattern Recognition, and implementations of the LBP method are among the most 
popular ones, and widely used all over the world. Significant scientific contributions 
of the group are presented in more detail in the chapter Highlights of Scientific 
Discoveries and in the included publications. 

The Physics-Based Face Database 
has been widely used by other re-
search groups all over the world. It 
contains color images of faces under 
different illuminants and camera 

calibration conditions.
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Highlights of scientific discoveries

Over the years, the Machine Vision Group has produced scientific 
results that have received wide attention and that have been exploited 
both by industry and by other researchers. This chapter provides a 
short introduction to the most important scientific achievements of 
the group. 

Through the 25-year history of the Machine Vision Group, a very wide range 
of subjects has been studied. Consequently, the most important scientific find-
ings range from a texture analysis to camera geometry. In addition, the group has 
produced impressive results in face analysis, affine invariants, machine learning, 
motion estimation, and color research.

Methodology for texture analysis based on local binary 
patterns 

The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture analysis operator is defined as a gray-scale 
invariant texture measure, derived from a general definition of texture in a local 
neighborhood (Papers 4 and 5). Through its recent extensions, the LBP operator 
has been made into a really powerful measure of image texture, showing excel-
lent results in terms of accuracy and computational complexity in many empirical 
studies.

The LBP methodology has been published in leading journals (for example three 
papers in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence by 
2006) and conferences, and as invited book chapters. Papers authored by the re-
searchers of the group on LBP have been frequently cited in the literature. 

The LBP operator can be seen as a unifying approach to the traditionally divergent 
statistical and structural models of texture analysis. The approach is widely used 
all over the word, both in research and in applications, making the LBP one of 
the few generic methods in computer vision. For a bibliography of LBP-related 
research, see http://www.ee.oulu.fi/research/imag/texture/lbp/bibliography/. 

2
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Latest results in adopting the methodology to facial image analysis (Paper 6) and 
to modeling the background and detecting moving objects (Paper 7) suggest that 
the approach could offer significant potential for many important tasks in com-
puter vision which have not been earlier regarded as texture problems. Among the 
most recent discoveries are a powerful descriptor of interest regions using Center-
Symmetric Local Binary Patterns (CS-LBP), description of dynamic textures using 
local binary patterns with an application to facial expressions, and application of 
LBP to the contextual analysis of textured scene images. For texture research, the 
Machine Vision Group has created a large color-texture database Outex, which is 
currently widely used by the research community. 

Face description with local binary patterns

Local binary patterns are one of the most 
significant research areas of the group.

Face image The face image is 
divided into blocks

LBP histogram 
from each block

Feature 
histogram

Recently, the group proposed a novel facial representation for face description 
based on LBP features, obtaining excellent results in face recognition. In this ap-
proach, the face image is divided into several regions from which the LBP features 
are extracted and concatenated into an enhanced feature vector to be used as a face 
descriptor. The chosen approach, which was first introduced in the ECCV 2004 
conference and was recently accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on 
Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence journal (Paper 6), has evolved to be a 
growing success. 

Using a similar approach, the researchers of the group have reached excellent results 
in face recognition, face detection and facial expression recognition. In addition, 
the method has also been adopted and further developed by many other research 
groups working on facial image analysis. The current research in the group focuses 
on facial expression and face recognition using facial dynamics, face recognition 
from degraded images, and face detection and verification in mobile devices. 

Among the most interesting recent results are those obtained in facial expression 
recognition using LBP-based dynamic texture descriptors. In contrast to the exist-
ing methods, this approach seems to be robust with respect to changes in illumina-
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tion and errors in face alignment, and it does not require error prone segmentation 
of facial features such as lips. A similar approach combined with AdaBoost-based 
feature selection has been successfully applied to face recognition from video. 

Multiscale affine invariants 

Representing images in different domains and resolutions forms the basis of a novel 
framework for creating multiscale affine invariants. The first method utilizing this 
idea was Multiscale Autoconvolution (MSA) proposed in 2002, which is a non-
linear 2-D transform that converts images into an affine invariant representation. 
This method can be used in object recognition to produce affine invariant features 
for object classifiers. Researchers have also shown that certain MSA coefficients 
are related to object convexity, and based on this property they have introduced a 
measure for determining the convexity of an arbitrarily shaped object. 

Later, few other invariants were discovered that are based on a similar multiscale 
representation as MSA. The first one, called Spatial Multiscale Affine invariant 
(SMA), is a fast transform for computing affine invariant features. The second one 
is based on the ridgelet transform of the image, and the third one is a combination 
of the geometric affine moment invariants and the multiscale approach. 

The group has also developed image descriptors based on these multiscale invari-
ants that can be used for recovering the affine transformation parameters between 
two images captured from different viewpoints. Results on multiscale invariants 
have been published in several scientific papers including two articles in IEEE 
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (Papers 14 and 15). 

Methodology for geometric camera calibration

Camera calibration is needed in 3-D machine vision for determining the par-
ameters of the geometric camera model. The external parameters specify the camera 
position and orientation, and the internal parameters are related to the image 
formation process inside the camera that also includes the distortion properties of 
the lens system. 

There are several approaches for performing calibration, but most of them are 
based on fixed point patterns with known 3-D geometry. The calibration method 
developed in the Machine Vision Group is based on circular control points, and it 
also exploits the elliptic shape of the projected control points in the images. As a 
consequence, the camera parameters obtained are insensitive to the bias caused by 
perspective projection. This leads to improved accuracy of the parameters. 

The method has been published in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and 
Machine Intelligence (Paper 11), and a software toolbox was released on the 
Internet. This toolbox immediately became very popular in the research community 
as well as in the industry. Today, there are hundreds of research groups and several 
commercial applications that utilize the tools in some form. The applications of the 
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method are from different fields including medical imaging, car manufacturing, 
marine biology, and art conservation. 

Recently, the group has been involved in the development of a method for cali-
brating fish-eye lenses with a new more generic lens model for different kinds of 
optics. Also this work, entitled A generic camera model and calibration method 
for conventional, wide-angle, and fish-eye lenses, carried out by Juho Kannala and 
Sami Brandt, has recently been published in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analy-
sis and Machine Intelligence. 

Non-supervised learning based visual training methodology 

The Machine Vision Group has developed a framework for visual inspection sys-
tem set-up and tuning that eliminates manual selection of samples and enables 
adjusting the class boundaries without expertise on the internal parameters of the 
system. The framework is based on three key methods. Defect detection is per-
formed in a non-segmenting fashion in which the image is divided into non-over-
lapping regions for which features are calculated. The regions are clustered based 
on their features using non-supervised methods, e.g. SOM or Isomap, and the 
boundaries between “defects” and “background” as well as boundaries between 
defect categories are determined by human operator based on a two-dimensional 
projection of the feature space. 

The methodology has been published in the Machine Vision and Applications 
journal (Paper 2), and it is been widely applied by system integrators both in coop-
eration with the group and independently. The economic impacts have been very 
significant for the end users and system integrators. In 2004, the group’s industrial 
partner InX-Systems obtained the first ECVision (Excellence on Cognitive Vision 
Systems) Prize of the EU for its OptiGrader wood inspection system which applies 
these research results. 

Recent research on this topic has focused on modern learning methods such as lo-
cally linear embedding (Paper 3), active learning and co-training, and applications 
in paper characterization, dynamic strength grading of lumber and brain activity 
analysis utilizing functional Magnetic Resonance Imagery (fMRI). 

Self-organizing maps are utilized 
in visual inspection of wood.
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Methodology for local and global motion estimation 

Block-based motion estimation is mainly used in video compression for motion 
compensated prediction. In video analysis, this is often considered to be unreliable, 
because motion vectors rarely represent the true underlying motion. The Machine 
Vision Group has developed a framework for determining the uncertainty related 
to the motion estimates. This information can be utilized in motion analysis to 
achieve better correlation with the true motion. 

The basis for this approach is a motion profile, which 
is an error map representing displaced block differ-
ences between temporally successive images. Research-
ers have proposed a motion estimation solution based 
on a number theoretic transform that can produce the 
profiles in a cost-efficient manner using a hardware 
accelerator (Paper 13). They have also developed a 
probabilistic method, where a likelihood function is 
derived for different motion hypotheses, and it is used 
for testing if the motion candidate can represent the 
true motion. 

Another solution proposed is a simplified approach 
which makes a Gaussian approximation of the motion 
profile. Using this model the confidence of the motion 
estimate in both spatial directions can be measured. 
This approach has been utilized in a video stabilization 
method, and in a camera-based user interface solution 
for mobile devices. In both cases, real-time implemen-
tations have been built, and the experiments have indi-
cated excellent performance in terms of accuracy, speed 
and robustness. 

Skin detection under varying illumination conditions

Color is a very important property of surfaces, but its application to machine 
vision problems in varying illumination conditions is very difficult. Due to the 
needs of many important applications, reliable skin detection from color images 
is of great scientific and practical interest. The group has investigated skin model-
ing under varying illumination conditions, and introduced a chromaticity-based 
constraint to label skin pixels in an image. The method uses the “skin locus” of a 
camera or the chromaticity space where the skin color under various lighting and 
camera calibration conditions is observed (Paper 9). 

Regardless of its simplicity, the method has proven to be very powerful, and it has 
outperformed the state-of-the-art methods in comparative studies. The approach 
has also gained increasing international interest. An invited chapter on facial skin 

Global motion estimation implemented 
on a mobile phone for a user interface 

application.
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color modeling was published in the Handbook of Face Recognition (eds. S.Z. Li 
and A.K. Jain) in 2005, and another chapter on color cue in facial image analysis 
will appear in the book Color Image Processing: Methods and Applications (eds. 
R. Lukac and K. Plataniotis) in 2006. 

The University of Oulu Physics-Based Face Database created in the late 1990s 
formed a basis for the research on skin color modeling (Paper 8). This unique 
database, containing both face images taken under different illumination and 
camera calibration conditions and spectral measurements, has been requested 
by and delivered to about a hundred academic and industrial research groups all 
over the world to be used in machine vision, color imaging, and human vision 
research. 

Example of the “skin locus” detection 
in face tracking.
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Transferring machine vision
technology to the industry

Since 1981, a central research area of the group has been methods 
and systems for industrial machine vision, with applications in 
automated visual inspection, product sorting and robot guidance. 
The group has achieved a respected position in the field, and its 
results have been widely exploited in the industry. Among the recent 
areas of application are also medical imaging, video surveillance, 
video coding, and intelligent interfaces for mobile devices.

New projects with the industry are founded on previous references and records. A 
plenty of informal discussions on a personal level are needed. Many enterprises rely 
on universities in their research and development activities. The Machine Vision 
Group is interested in creating something new, while the enterprises have their 
profit-making perspectives. These interests often cross, and Tekes funding works as 
an intermediate between the interests of the group and its industrial partners. 

Most of the cooperation has taken place in research and development projects 
funded by Tekes or the EU, but there have also been some projects totally funded 
by the industry. The aim of the cooperation is to further develop and transfer the 
new technology developed by the researchers of the group into industrial use. The 
members of the group also have frequent informal consultations with enterprises 
and follow their research and development work. 

The expertise areas of the companies complement each other, and the cooperation 
forms a continuum from basic research to final applications. The group has a 
strong connection with each company and it gets frequent feedback on its work as 
well as questions on issues that the companies have encountered. 

The prime initiator of industrial projects in the group is Professor Olli Silvén. 
According to him, developing something new in a research project is always a risk, 
even though there is a brilliant idea behind it. Failures happen, but they can turn 
out to be valuable learning experiences. 

3
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The group has a long track of successful cooperation with domestic and foreign 
enterprises as listed below. Research results of the group have also helped in creating 
new research and development activities and business in many other companies. 

Bottle crate inspection   Halton System

Color imaging    TVI Vision

Intelligent interfaces   Nokia

Medical image processing algorithms Salora

Medical imaging   Neagen, Picker Nordstar / 
     Marconi Medical

Paper characterization   Honeywell, Stora Enso

Pattern recognition   Tomra

Printed wiring board inspection  Lohja, Salora

Robot vision    Cimcorp

Signal analysis    Metso

Spectral imaging   Specim

Texture-based inspection  Intopii
software environments

Video analysis    Videra

Video coding    Hantro Products

Video indexing   Jutel

Video processing   Elektrobit, Nokia

Video surveillance   Insta Visual Solutions,
     Mirasys, Teleste

Visual inspection   CIMVision, Elektrobit, Elexso,
     FhG IITB, Outokumpu,
     Rautaruukki NT / SpectraPhysics

Visual inspection of turbine blades IVO

Wood grading    Junckers, UPM, Wood Focus

Wood inspection   Ahlström Sahakoneet, InX-Systems
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From research to commercial products

The results of the visual inspection research of the group have been exploited 
in several products. These include the food particle sorters of Elexso, and board 
graders of InX-Systems, that both use the visual learning scheme with color 
histogram features. 

The Machine Vision Group also participated in the specification and development 
of prism-based color line-scan camera technology of TVI Vision used in those sys-
tems. Paper formation measurement systems that combine the visual learning and 
LBP texture features have been under development by Honeywell Inc. The devel-
opment tools for the local binary pattern method and visual learning scheme have 
been commercialized by Intopii that in turn cooperates with Cognex Corporation 
(USA), the leading machine vision system platform manufacturer. 

The inspection systems are used in high volume production facilities, and their 
economic and even socio-economic impacts have often been significant. For in-
stance, the board graders of InX-Systems have greatly improved the profitability 
of sawmills. 

The video coding research of the group has contributed to the initial product de-
velopment of Hantro Products that is a leading supplier of video codec blocks to 
mobile communications devices. For instance, certain freescale embedded mobile 
processors include Hantro codices. A more recent result is a so-called panorama 
image maker that is likely to be integrated to video capable mobile phones. 

Other contributions to industrial products or prototypes in Finland include steel 
inspection systems (Spectra Physics VisionTech), a turbine blade inspection system 
(Imatran Voima, currently Fortum), a bottle and crate recycling machine (Tomra 
Systems), a product label and text recognition system (Sypal, which later founded 
Visy), a ladle lining wear inspection system (Spectra Physics VisionTech), a wire-
less multimedia system (Elektrobit), a counter for light traffic (Elektrobit), steel, 
wood and paper inspection instruments (CIMVision Systems, which currently 
belongs to Elektrobit), an Electron Spin Resonance based navigator for minimally 
invasive surgery (Philips Medical Systems), and a Distance Education Assistant 
(Videra). 

OptiGrader is an excellent ex-
ample of the commercializa-

tion of research results. 
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Spinning off new enterprises

Some researchers of the group have had potential in commercializing their re-
search results themselves. Visy, Intopii and Neagen can be regarded as spin-offs of 
the research done in the Machine Vision Group. 

Visy, Tampere, can be considered the first spin-off firm of the research done in the 
group. It was founded in 1994 by employees of Sypal to further develop and to 
commercialize the results of a joint research project. Its expertise is on optical char-
acter recognition. The main products consist of comprehensive software solutions 
for access and area control, license plate recognition, transportation container 
number recognition, high resolution imaging, and advanced security applications. 
Applications made by Visy can be found for example in paper industry, interna-
tional ports and border crossing points. 

Intopii, Oulu, is a spin-off of texture research done in the Machine Vision Group. 
Currently Dr. Topi Mäenpää works as the R&D manager of Intopii and also as 
a postdoctoral researcher in the group. Intopii is a small enterprise concentrating 
on intelligent technologies. With the aid of artificial intelligence techniques, they 
plan to make industrial processes more efficient and people’s everyday lives easier, 
safer and free of unpleasant tasks. 

Neagen, Oulu, is a spin-off of the joint research in medical imaging conducted at 
the University of Oulu and the Oulu University Hospital. The company is run by 
the former head of the Medical Imaging Research Group (MIRG), Lasse Jyrkinen, 
and it develops software for the use of health care professionals. 

The numerous industry-related projects over the years have had an essential mean-
ing to the development of the group and have brought diverse expertise to its 
members. Professor Silvén considers the current situation in technical develop-
ment marvelous, since technical applications are reaching consumers. In addition, 
they are being embedded into the home environment even as invisible solutions. 
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Reminiscing: personal views      
on the past 25 years

During the 25-year history of the Machine Vision Group, a large 
number of experts in the field have worked in the group before 
transferring to other research institutions or the corporate world. 
Whichever the case, there has been a great demand for their extensive 
knowledge and the training obtained within the group. The Machine 
Vision Group is famous for its high-quality researcher training.

In the following pages Heikki Ailisto, Hannu Hakalahti, Timo Ojala and Maricor 
Soriano present their accounts of their careers in the Machine Vision Group and 
how the group has given them support in their later challenges. Janne Heikkilä 
will explain what it is like to work in the Machine Vision Group now and how it 
has developed in the past 14 years.

Heikki Ailisto appreciates his researcher training
Years 1983–1986 in the Machine Vision Group

Nowadays working as a research professor at VTT Electronics, D. Sc. Tech. 
Heikki Ailisto had his first contact with the Machine Vision Group as a student 
of engineering in the summer of 1983. In the fall after his summer employment, 
Ailisto began writing his diploma thesis delving into a robot vision system working 
in real time.

After his diploma thesis was completed in spring 1984, Ailisto received his master’s 
degree. His licentiate thesis was completed a couple of years later, with a topic of 
different ways of presenting range image based on surface presentations.

– At that time the research projects in the group focused on things like visual in-
spection of wiring boards and image analysis software for controlling the necessary 
pieces of equipment. My diploma thesis and other research had close connections 
with robotics, as the aim was to make the hardware recognize certain items, for 
example, Ailisto reminisces.

4
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As an example of other research subjects he mentions the inspection of cracks 
in steam turbine blades. This, as well as other research done in the group, was 
financed by industry among other things.

– Although the nature of research done in the Machine Vision Group has mostly 
been academic basic research, also the wishes of enterprises have been taken into 
account. New areas of application have been recognized well, Ailisto commends.

 

Encouraging atmosphere 

Around those times the Machine Vision Group was 
still very young, as it was only just being formed. The 
number of people in the days of Ailisto was about 
ten. Ailisto says that he looked at the work of the 
group from a frog’s perspective, from the viewpoint 
of a trainee. All the memories he has are positive 
ones.

The atmosphere within the Machine Vision Group 
was good, and there was no forming of cliques 
whatsoever. The people were really enthusiastic, and 
young researchers were encouraged to present their 
thoughts and ideas. The quality of supervision was high, but attention was paid 
at the same time to maintaining sufficient independence of the researchers. There 
were excellent, different types of personalities in the group, and all of them com-
plemented the whole.

From the university, Ailisto transferred to the VTT, where he continued his ma-
chine vision research, also working in executive posts. His dissertation was finished 
in 1997 on a topic touching machine vision: analysis of laser 3-D measurement 
data and identification of objects in a 3-D image. Professor Matti Pietikäinen, the 
original leader of the Machine Vision Group, was the official supervisor of the 
work, and Ailisto received a lot of valuable advice and support from him.

– Besides my actual research training, I got a lot of influence in general from the 
university and the Machine Vision Group, and that is where my model for re-
search and my whole career is derived from, Ailisto praises.

Back then the VTT and the university were already collaborating, and the contact 
between them has been maintained to date. However, Ailisto points out that or-
ganizations in the mid-1990s even used to have joint projects funded by the EU 
and Tekes in particular. Their communication was based on weekly contacts, while 
today they are more likely to get in touch with each other every month or so.

Ailisto still keeps contact with the machine vision people at the university also on 
a personal level: he has been the opponent of many doctoral theses, met foreign 
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guests of the Machine Vision Group either at the university or hosted their visits 
to VTT, and he has also been invited to lectures given by visiting researchers at the 
university. Moreover, Ailisto is part of the editorial board, which concentrates on 
supporting postgraduate students, and his contact with the university also continues 
through checking student papers for a course called How to get a Ph.D.

Significant status

All in all, Ailisto has a high regard for the Machine Vision Group. According to 
him, the group has established its status as a significant, if not the most significant, 
group of machine vision and pattern recognition in Finland, and good results have 
been produced especially in face recognition. The international commendations 
received by Matti Pietikäinen are also an indication of the prestige and level of the 
group. Ailisto thinks that the level of machine vision research in other universities 
has fluctuated more, with flourishing periods of 5–10 years.

– Matti Pietikäinen’s unconditional enthusiasm, persistence and perseverance have 
been one definite factor in the success of the group. Increasing the size of the 
group has not been seen as a value in itself, but instead an emphasis has been 
put on the coherence of content. As far as I know the Machine Vision Group is 
the scientifically best and most ambitious research group of all the groups at the 
Department of Electrical and Information Engineering in the University of Oulu, 
although a lot has been achieved also in the CWC, says Ailisto.

Ailisto wants to make another point of the significance of guidance. The level of 
supervision for doctoral thesis writers in the Machine Vision Group has been high, 
which has been of an utmost importance; at its worst, the lack of supervision may 
lead to frustration and years of aimless drifting.

– The university’s task is to produce the highest teaching and scientific research, 
and the supervision of young researchers early in their career is crucial. The per-
sonality of the group leader is accentuated in the academic world, where the activ-
ity is more tied to people than in the industry or the VTT, for example, which 
serves the industry a lot more directly than the university and its research groups.

When listing the central figures of the 1980s besides Matti Pietikäinen, Ailisto 
mentions Professor Olli Silvén, Professor Juha Röning, who later moved to the In-
telligent Systems Group, and the current senior engineer of the department, Ilkka 
Virtanen. Also Professor Tapio Seppänen has stuck to Ailisto’s mind. Although 
some of the people mentioned are nowadays involved with other areas of research, 
all of them have their roots in the Machine Vision Group, where they have ob-
tained the foundation of basic knowledge for their careers.

Nowadays Heikki Ailisto works as a research professor at the VTT Mobile Interac-
tion expertise center, which develops technology to serve the mobile human. They 
pay attention to user interface modalities, for instance. 
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Hannu Hakalahti emphasizes the significance of 
internationalization 
Years 1983–1986 in the Machine Vision Group

Another person with quite fond memories of the Ma-
chine Vision Group is D. Sc. Tech. Hannu Hakalahti. 
He worked in the group around the same time as Heikki 
Ailisto – Hakalahti joined the group in 1983 after re-
turning from a year’s visit to the University of Maryland, 
which has collaborated with the Machine Vision Group 
especially in form of researcher visits since the early 1980s. 
Hakalahti’s visit to Maryland took place right about the 
time that the group was born.

– I think it is safe to say that in Maryland I trampled in the footsteps of Matti 
Pietikäinen, since it was he who had created the working network of contacts 
there a little earlier. Maryland offers wonderful opportunities to conduct research: 
funding is available from academic sources as well as the industry and the military 
research organizations there. The university gathered and still gathers together a 
wide range of experts from around the globe, which is understandable since the 
university’s Center for Automation Research was an internationally acclaimed and 
esteemed research institute already then, says Hakalahti.

In Maryland, Hakalahti studied industrial machine vision, pre-processing of visual 
information, and image analysis, which contributed well to his coming work in 
Oulu and the Machine Vision Group, where he worked both as a laboratory en-
gineer and associate professor. At the same time, he took an active part in research 
projects going on back then. Although he did not participate as an actual research-
er, he influenced the projects from the background in his own role as their leader. 
Like Ailisto, also Hakalahti mentions the identification of cracks in steam turbine 
blades and visual inspection of wiring boards as the central research themes.

– The Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation, Tekes, was separated 
from the Ministry of Trade and Industry around the same time, which had its effect 
on the strengthening of machine vision research and other technological research 
as well as the widening of the funding basis. Collaboration with industrial partners 
was really kindled, and more and more attention was being paid to industrially 
oriented applications. This is how also the foundation for several dissertations was 
built.

In his own dissertation finished in 1985, Hakalahti developed methods for im-
age analysis utilized in robot vision, for which work he received valuable support 
from University of Maryland researcher David Harwood and researchers of the 
Machine Vision Group. Already then there was a demand for computationally 
efficient image processing methods and algorithms. The research area of industrial 
machine vision included also for example identification of overlapping and super-
imposed objects.
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Hours not counted

According to Hakalahti, the early stages of the Machine Vision Group were full 
of pioneer spirit: a group of hungry and enthusiastic researchers, who knew each 
other well beforehand, constituted the core of the group.

– The people were really committed to their work, and I remember well that no-
one counted their input of working hours, but instead we strove ahead together, 
working long days. We were not involved with each other only through work, be-
cause for example our sauna evenings after reaching some significant goal welded 
us together, Hakalahti reminisces.

In 1986 he transferred to VTT to head the Computer Technology Laboratory 
there. He has been working with Elektrobit in different posts since 1994.

– Although I have not worked in the university or the Machine Vision Group for 
some twenty years now, I have been following the work and accomplishments of 
the group. In my work in posts such as managing the machine vision technology 
program of Tekes, I was able to form a good impression of the group. In twenty 
years, the group has advanced in leaps and bounds, although for example the in-
ternational contacts were quite noteworthy from the very beginning.

Hakalahti emphasizes the significance of international contacts – top research is 
not conducted on a regional level. He wishes to point out that this type of research 
had not really been done in Finland before the Machine Vision Group. The group 
has created the necessary network of contacts since the beginning by looking for 
foreign partners and networking with the international scientific community.

– The researchers in the early 1980s were mainly apprentices, but the international 
appreciation received by the group has made the Machine Vision Group a serious 
player with an absolute knowledge and expertise in its own field of specialty. A 
group can go international in so many ways, and it is not always even a matter of 
great financial resources, says Hakalahti.

Expertise in different areas

Hakalahti has retained his contact with the Machine Vision Group in collaborate 
projects created together with VTT as well as Elektrobit. What has been par-
ticularly interesting has been to see how knowledge of machine vision, computer 
engineering and video technology can be combined and what kind of new things 
it creates for example in the area of wireless video transmission. Also informal 
communication with the members of the group is important.

Summing up the significance of the group, Hakalahti says that initially they had 
to figure out how to transfer the images into the computer’s memory. Digitizing 
demanded self-developed pieces of equipment – also the Machine Vision Group 
did hardware research. The modern hardware from digital cameras to computers is 
inexpensive and powerful, and the difference from the humongous parallel com-
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puters of the early 1980s is huge. At that time, real-time image processing could be 
done only on a few computers in the world, while today basically every computer 
user has the possibility.

The path of development has been a long and challenging one, but the technologi-
cal advancements have been great. There are sensible places of application for the 
technologies, from the needs of the industry to integrating media forms, image 
processing, and image databases.

Before coming to the Machine Vision Group, Hakalahti used to work in the Com-
puter Engineering Laboratory of the Department of Electrical Engineering, for 
example in projects related to video technology as a diploma thesis worker and 
later as a researcher. He graduated as Master of Science in Engineering in 1975 
and Licentiate in Technology in 1979.

Timo Ojala masters the field from binary patterns 
to mobile technology
Years 1990–1997 in the Machine Vision Group

Professor Timo Ojala’s career in the Machine Vi-
sion Group lasted as long as seven years, from Oc-
tober 1990 to October 1997. During that time 
he graduated both as Master of Science in En-
gineering with honors and Doctor of Science in 
Technology. Although Ojala spent a long time in 
the group, he is best known for MediaTeam Oulu 
Research Group as well as his projects on mobile 
services and wireless local area networks.

– In late 1997 we thought that there were already 
so many experts of media processing who had 
worked as part of the Machine Vision Group that 
it was time to set up a research group of our own. 
I took on the task with Jaakko Sauvola, who had 
also worked in the Machine Vision Group and be-
come a doctor there, Ojala reminisces.

By that time, Sauvola already had a core group of a 
few young researchers, which has since grown into the MediaTeam Oulu Research 
Group of about 40 people currently. Ojala as the associate director is in charge of 
the operative functions of the group.

Although there has been plenty of research in MediaTeam on mobile technology 
and for example peer-to-peer networks or context-aware applications, the research 
areas also include technologies designed for retrieval of images and multimedia 
content in general.
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These include basically the same kind of methods as the research conducted in the 
Machine Vision Group: the aim is to develop operators for computational descrip-
tion of the content in some media object. Of the two great MediaTeam research 
areas, it is especially multimedia signal processing that has close connections with 
the research of the Machine Vision Group, although there are notable differences 
in the application areas.

– The significance of the Machine Vision Group to the birth and later develop-
ment of MediaTeam must not be underrated. I think the Machine Vision Group is 
a perfect example of a group that has reached critical mass in its number of senior 
researchers. Also strong leaders are a precondition to the success of a traditional 
academic research group. The group has succeeded well in adapting their research 
program to the requirements of today, Ojala praises. 

Ojala one of the first LBP researchers 

In his diploma thesis, Ojala developed methods for measuring the texture of wood, 
with an aim of visual quality inspection on the surface of wood. Ojala graduated as 
Master of Science in spring 1992, after which he moved on to his doctoral thesis, 
also on the topic of texture analysis. At just the right time, University of Maryland 
researcher David Harwood came to Oulu in the summer of the same year by in-
vitation from VTT and the university. Harwood was the perfect person to discuss 
the deepest essence of texture with Ojala.

– In the texture research, we started to pay attention to two things, local binary 
patterns and contrast, with which texture could be described well. We started 
to develop a methodology, which then led to my doctoral thesis Nonparametric 
texture analysis using spatial operators, with applications in visual inspection, re-
viewed in September 1997, Ojala says.

The methodology was developed further, particularly as far as the mathematical 
modeling was considered, but only after the thesis work was completed. Ojala says 
that he received a valuable hint on how to pursue the work from one of the op-
ponents, Professor Erkki Oja, at the public defense of his thesis.

Developing the LBP and refining the mathematical basis reached its climax in 
2002 when an article was published in the most prestigious publication of the 
field, the IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence. The 
article presented an explanation for the excellent performance of the method.

Around the same time, also an extensive texture database called Outex was created, 
and it has since been utilized in dozens if not hundreds of publications around 
the world. Ojala’s work started the research of local binary patterns done in the 
Machine Vision Group.

– The credit is due to Harwood, whose ideas were the start of everything. Of 
course my dissertation introduced the basic idea behind the method, and my work 
has since been continued by Matti Pietikäinen’s later postgraduate students in 
their own thesis work. Topi Mäenpää and Abdenour Hadid have created applica-
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tion scenarios and, among other things, a software library with which the operator 
can efficiently compute, Ojala says, sharing thanks with the other researchers.

The results of the LBP research can be applied to machine vision to a far greater 
extent than it was originally imagined. The study has later led also to patent ap-
plications and enterprise activities.

The Machine Vision Group and MediaTeam have worked together every now and 
then. This will soon be taken to a new dimension, as the face detection method 
developed by Hadid will be integrated with a video retrieval system created at Me-
diaTeam. Ojala says that this will bring a valuable addition to video retrieval, and 
the computational heaviness, which used to be a problem, has now been solved. 
On project level there is no current collaboration; in the late 1990s, the groups 
had a joint project funded by the Academy of Finland and also involving foreign 
research parties.

Multiple involvements 

When working on his dissertation, Ojala made three researcher visits abroad: His 
visits to the Institute of Mathematical Statistics and Operations Research of the 
Technical University of Denmark in early summer of 1994 and the Beckman In-
stitute at the Urbana-Champaign campus of the University of Illinois south of 
Chicago in spring 1995, as well as a year-long visit to the University of Maryland 
Institute of Advanced Computer Studies in 1996–1997 have all been important 
opportunities for international networking and learning new things. Ojala even 
finished his dissertation in Maryland.

Since October 2004, Ojala has been taking care of a 5-year professorship in com-
puter engineering, specializing in computer systems, their software and applica-
tions. Previously he has been appointed senior lecturer of information engineer-
ing, and he worked as a postdoctoral researcher for the Academy of Finland in 
1999–2001 and as Academy researcher in 2001–2002. Ojala was appointed do-
cent of information engineering, particularly digital media processing and ma-
chine vision, in the University of Oulu in May 2001.

Timo Ojala has been responsible for directing several research projects, the best-
known of which is the Rotuaari project funded by Tekes and an international 
consortium, concentrating on context-aware mobile services. He has also played 
a central role in building the open panOULU network which is free of charge for 
its users. 
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Maricor Soriano utilizes her knowledge on 
machine vision in the Philippines
Years 1998–2000 and 2001, 2002 in the Machine Vision Group

Dr. Maricor Soriano represents the rare but talented 
group of female researchers in the world of machine 
vision research. This Philippine-born machine vision 
expert has made two longer visits to Oulu, first March 
to June in 1998 and after a month’s break from August 
the same year until May 2000. Since then she has 
visited Oulu twice for a month in 2001 and 2002.

During the latter longer visit, Soriano was in charge 
of the group’s color research, which constituted a wide 
area of research as such. Soriano had an important 
role also in the development of a so-called skin locus 
method – the method in question and other methods 
designed for skin detection have yielded excellent re-

sults under different illumination conditions. Soriano developed the methodology 
in co-operation with researcher Birgitta Martinkauppi, who later defended her 
doctoral thesis on the subject.

In Machine Vision Group, Soriano worked as a postdoctoral researcher. Besides 
color and image processing, also video processing was one of her interests. When 
asked about the impression she got of the Machine Vision Group and how it looks 
to her now, half a decade later, she says that she was impressed by the strong col-
laboration of the researchers with the industry and the speed with which research 
is refined into end products.

Several areas of application

Evaluating the scientific significance of the group, Soriano pays attention especially 
to the expertise of the researchers in texture analysis. Also the creation of numerous 
useful databases is noteworthy, particularly since they have been made available 
also to other researchers, for example on the Internet.

Currently Maricor Soriano, who made her doctoral thesis on the field of physics, 
works as an associate professor at the National Institute of Physics in the Univer-
sity of the Philippines. She heads a research group that develops and applies video 
and image processing techniques in different areas, such as classification of coral 
reefs, searching for flaws in semi-conductors, image-based analysis of people’s gait, 
medical visualization and conservation of pieces of art.

Soriano says that the group offered her a valuable opportunity to delve into various 
research areas and techniques that she is now applying to her own research. Dur-
ing her two years and five months in Finland she not only adopted a lot of new, 
important things in the field of machine vision but also gave a lot to the Finns 
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– research visits are always about reciprocity, the encounter of different cultures 
and patterns of thought.

Soriano is part of several scientific associations and communities. For example, 
she has been a member of the National Research Council of the Philippines since 
2005. She was awarded with the Outstanding Young Scientist award of the Na-
tional Academy of Science and Technology in 2006, and she has also received 
numerous honorary mentions for her theses.

Janne Heikkilä invests in supervision for future 
doctor candidates
In Machine Vision Group since 1992

Professor Janne Heikkilä has been following the development of the Machine Vi-
sion Group from a close distance for 14 years already. As one of the two associate 
leaders of the group, he not only takes an active part in the operative leadership 
but also in strategic planning and research directing. Heikkilä has cause for con-
tent when evaluating the past years.

– I can say that the work has been rewarding. I have had the freedom to present 
and realize my own ideas and the pleasure of finding out what academic freedom 
at its best can mean. The impression is nothing but positive, Heikkilä praises.

Heikkilä began his career in the Machine Vision Group in 1992 as a thesis worker. 
His research interest was targeted to visual robot guidance, with which he had been 
acquainted earlier when working at VTT as a summer employee – his diploma 
thesis was part of the same project entity between research 
institutes. At the university the themes were examined 
more from the perspective of machine vision, and one of 
the focal points was an image-based sensor, which allowed 
3-D modeling of surrounding structures.

A reactive robot guidance system developed by Heikkilä 
in his diploma thesis was later used with the before-men-
tioned machine vision sensor. As a final result, the system 
was capable of picking up desired objects from the environ-
ment. The research captivated Heikkilä, and camera-based 
3-D modeling began to intrigue him more and more.

– In the early 90’s, robotics was still heavily involved in 
the research of the group, but after that Professor Juha 
Röning established a research group of his own around the 
theme, and also a group of researchers specialized in me-
dia processing went on to create their own group, which 
has been known since 1997 as MediaTeam Oulu, Heikkilä 
recounts how the names of the groups of the laboratories 
came about.  
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Teaching and supervision

After his diploma thesis was completed, Heikkilä stayed on as a researcher in the 
group and immediately began preparing his postgraduate research, partly as a con-
tinuation to his diploma thesis. By a wide definition, the topic was camera-aided 
measuring of 3-D information. Feature points located in the view were followed 
using a single camera, and the points were used as a basis for constructing three-
dimensional models from the environment. A special focus in the work was on 
precise coordinate data produced from the visual information, and also the cali-
bration of the camera had its own significance.

– When I was on a research visit in the Technical University of Denmark in 1994, 
I got to know about calibration more closely. Later I developed a tool which I 
made available on the Internet for everyone who is interested. According to the 
various contacts I have received, it has been utilized in many different ways, and 
one of the applications is medical imaging, and people have found use for it even 
in car manufacturing and marine biology, Janne Heikkilä says.

After receiving his degree as Doctor of Science in Technology in 1997, Heikkilä 
worked as a postdoctoral researcher and senior lecturer, and since the year 2000 
he has worked in various professorships for example in the area of digital video 
processing. Nowadays he is a professor in information engineering.

– Teaching tasks are an integral part of running the post of professor. At the 
moment, I lecture on three courses, which are statistical signal processing, digital 
video processing and machine vision. Most of my time, however, is spent in 
supervising seven postgraduate students, which means I have little time to do my 
own research on a larger scale. The role of a supervisor is so important that I am 
happy to concentrate on it – I still solve research problems but now I do it in co-
operation with the postgraduates.

The postgraduate students work as researchers, and they make up a noteworthy 
part of the whole personnel of the group. According to the group’s policy, few 
undergraduate basic degree students have been recruited, and almost all of the 
engineering students of the group are already working on their diploma thesis.

– The success of an academic research group is measured in doctoral theses and 
scientific publications, and we have deemed it wisest to invest in doctoral thesis 
writers also in view of research continuity, Heikkilä explains.

Diverse research

When speaking about the most important and central research areas of the Ma-
chine Vision Group, one topic that is always mentioned is texture analysis, along 
with related Local Binary Patterns (LBP) developed for it in the group. This re-
search has advanced to the level of further theory development and design of new 
applications. Also color research has been done at times, and for example the status 
of visual quality inspection is still strong.
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– In my personal research, which I try to do as much as possible, I am currently 
concentrating more on video processing and image sequence analysis, and I also 
supervise research in areas such as video coding and compression. Particularly 
motion estimation has been an interesting subject for research. One of the most 
recent research areas worth mentioning is geometrical image invariants, says Heik-
kilä and mentions that articles in the most prestigious journals of the field should 
testify for the level of research.

However, the most significant one of the current research topics is probably the 
recognition of human activities in an image, for which numerous application 
scenarios can be found from various surveillance applications to user interfaces. 
This is about a more profound level of human-computer interaction and about 
how to identify a person’s current activity.

In the mid-1990s, research was already being done on how to count the number 
of people moving along light traffic routes and identify how many of them were 
cyclists and how many pedestrians. Since then research related to human monitor-
ing has become a significant field of research.

Despite these numerous application possibilities, the work of Heikkilä and his 
fellow researchers can be characterized as basic research oriented, even though 
applicability is very important. And if the results do not always have a direct ap-
plicability or use in the industry, indirect application is all the more common.

 

The largest group of its field in Finland

The research partners of the Machine Vision Group are mainly foreign. 
Collaboration with the University of Maryland continues on its third decade, and 
among the more recent partners worth mentioning are the INRIA Rhône-Alpes 
research unit in France, as well as the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 
and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Especially biometrics and facial recognition 
are rising new topics in the last one.

– The lack of domestic research partners is of course due to the fact that simi-
lar research is not done in the same magnitude anywhere else in Finland – our 
group is the biggest and more versatile machine vision group in Finland, Heikkilä 
explains.

There is no intention of increasing the number of people in the group from its cur-
rent size of 20–30 people. According to Heikkilä, it is worthwhile for an ambitious 
group to work under criteria of quality, not quantity.

– Of course things like premises set their own restrictions, and an increase in the 
number of postgraduates to be supervised would certainly affect the supervision. 
In my opinion, it is important that a postgraduate has certain privacy to work but 
also the opportunity to have sufficient guidance and support. Also a functioning 
graduate school system is essential.
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When asked about the group’s milestones or individual accomplishments, Heik-
kilä names no certain issue or event. According to him, an accomplishment from 
the viewpoint of the whole group is its coverage in the top conferences and pub-
lications of the field, while graduations are more about individual successes. No 
matter what the perspective on the past years might be, it can be said that the 
Machine Vision Group has managed to create a profile as one of the noteworthy 
research groups in the field.

– In the future, we will strive more and more towards making machine vision a 
part of people’s everyday lives – thus far the methods and applications have mainly 
worked under controlled conditions, as in laboratories. In a research sense, this 
kind of a goal signifies, for example, the need to develop more and more robust 
methods for processing sensory information, Heikkilä visualizes.
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Future perspectives

As this anniversary book clearly shows, the Machine Vision Group 
is now stronger than ever – it has reached the level of international 
excellence in its research. Working as a single well-focused research 
group, in which different teams and researchers work closely together, 
has made it possible for them to benefit from each other’s work and 
cumulative past experiences in an efficient way. 

The group is not just a collection of individuals or separate research teams as some 
of the centers-of-excellence appear to be. The number of senior and postdoctoral 
researchers has grown, international collaboration with leading groups and top 
scientists has increased, and the group has been able to recruit top-level graduate 
students. As a result, the expertise and productivity of research has been increasing 
all the time. 

However, it would be too dangerous to feel satisfied with all this progress. Instead, 
the members of the group should keep their hunger and try to become better and 
better. The goal of developing camera-based systems with image understanding 
capabilities provides great potential for new applications in areas such as proac-
tive and ubiquitous computing, mobile devices, biometrics, visual surveillance, 
human-computer interfaces, multimedia, content-based retrieval from databases, 
and vehicle guidance. 

Challenges of the real-world environments

Most of the emerging applications deal with the analysis of scene images or image 
sequences taken by digital cameras from varying viewpoints in changing environ-
mental conditions. Making computers understand the contents of these images is 
a very challenging task. 

Due to the changes in intensity and spectrum of illumination, the colors of sur-
faces seen by a camera can vary greatly. Objects and their surfaces seen from dif-
ferent directions and distances appear differently, and effects like foreshortening, 
shading, shadows and occlusion cause problems. The shapes of the objects can also 
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be deforming. The background in which the objects of interest are located may be 
very complex, especially when analyzing outdoor images. The camera, objects or 
both can be in motion, causing additional problems to be solved. 

The ability to learn from experiences is very central for human intelligence, and 
forms one of the major challenges for machine intelligence. In order to solve the 
problems related to the needs of emerging applications, long-term scientific re-
search on key areas and cross-disciplinary expertise is required. 

In order to develop challenging real-world applications, many scientific and en-
gineering problems need to be solved. Although very successful in controlled en-
vironments, as in the industry, to reach homes and consumers, machine vision 
needs major breakthroughs and generic methodologies that make the technology 
inherently robust and simple to use. In practice, the Machine Vision Group will 
be able to reach this by keeping the successful approach of carrying out top-class 
fundamental research in chosen key areas, close interaction between basic and ap-
plied research, and in-depth international collaboration. 

New research themes and application areas

Research planned for the next few years can be divided into 1) methods, 2) systems 
for proactive machine vision and ubiquitous computing, and 3) vision systems 
engineering. The methods part has a strong basis in the group’s world-renowned 
texture and video analysis research, but it also includes other important topics 
like modeling and analyzing humans and their actions, and learning in machine 
vision. 

Research activities on human-computer interaction and person identification aim 
to provide innovative solutions to the emerging applications of ubiquitous com-
puting and proactive machine vision. The applicability of the solutions in smart 
environments such as homes is also planned to be investigated, with an aim to 
improve the well-being of occupants as well as security. Research on vision systems 
engineering aims to solve the computational and energy efficiency problems of 
embedded real-time vision systems, with applications in mobile devices and in-
dustrial inspection, for example. 

The group will continue its effort to pursue a more stable financial foundation for 
its operation. It will also continue working closely with its international partners, 
industry and other interest groups. As always, attention will be paid to fostering 
the career development of the researchers. The group will continue taking active 
part in the operation of Infotech Oulu and GETA graduate schools. Due to the 
greatly intensified fundamental research and success in recruiting top-level post-
graduate students, the number of doctors produced annually is expected to grow 
significantly.
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Selected scientific publications

The 17 publications reprinted for this book were selected to give 
an introduction to some of the major scientific contributions of the 
Machine Vision Group in its different areas of activity. 

Papers 1–3 represent the research in visual inspection and methodology for visual 
training of vision systems. The highly advanced method and experimental system 
developed for printed wiring board inspection in the early 1980s was far ahead of 
the state-of-the-art at that time (Paper 1). It was also developed too early, before 
the big boom in electronics manufacturing, and therefore did not lead to an indus-
trial product. However, due to the expertise obtained, many successful industrial 
inspection projects were carried out afterwards. 

Paper 2 describes a non-supervised learning method for visual training developed 
by the group. This method was a breakthrough in visual inspection area leading 
to highly successful exploitations in the industry, for example in wood inspection. 
Paper 3 represents the recent basic research on modern learning methods. In this 
work, an incremental version of the Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithms 
was developed. 

Paper 4 has turned out to be an important landmark in texture analysis research, 
but this was not clear at all when the paper was published. The basic version of the 
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture operator was introduced for the first time in a 
journal article. In Paper 5, the LBP operator is described in its present, generic and 
highly efficient form. After this article published in the leading journal of the field, 
the LBP approach was finally accepted in the scientific community. The method 
is now widely used all over the world in various problems and applications – and 
this success is still growing. 

Paper 6 presents face description using local binary patterns. Due to this work, 
facial image analysis has rapidly become the most widely used application area for 
the LBP methodology, and has further enhanced the use of the LBP in the com-
puter vision research community. Paper 7 deals with background subtraction and 
moving object detection. It shows, for the first time, that advanced texture meth-
odology can be successfully used in demanding real-time applications of computer 
vision. 

6
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The University of Oulu Physics-based Face Database created in the late 1990s 
formed a basis for the group’s research on color-based skin detection under varying 
illumination conditions (Paper 8). This unique database has been so far requested 
by and delivered to about a hundred academic and industrial research groups all 
over the world. Paper 9 describes an adaptive method for skin color modeling us-
ing the skin locus. An excellent indication of the impact of the group’s research on 
skin color and its applications is that two invited chapters on this topic were later 
written: one for the handbook of face recognition and another for a book on color 
image processing. 

The Machine Vision Group started working on image sequence analysis in the 
early 1990s. First, the aim was to develop solutions for pose estimation and en-
vironment modeling using only one video camera. Paper 10 describes a method 
for simultaneous tracking and 3-D structure estimation of rigid objects in the 
scene using extended Kalman filtering. It was soon realized that the same approach 
could also be used for obtaining precise coordinate measurements. For that pur-
pose the group developed a novel camera calibration procedure proposed in the 
frequently cited Paper 11. 

The next topic to be investigated was tracking non-rigid objects such has humans. 
One of the applications the group had in the mid 1990s was counting and classify-
ing pedestrians and cyclists. Researchers developed a computationally inexpensive 
method for this problem, and in collaboration with a Finnish company Elektrobit 
a prototype of an embedded system was built (Paper 12). It was probably the first 
camera-based solution for monitoring light traffic. During the last 10 years the 
group has also been active in video processing and video coding research, where 
one of the outputs is a fast method for video filtering based on number theoretic 
transforms described in Paper 13. 

Papers 14–15 are examples of the research on affine invariant pattern recognition 
that began in the early 2000s. The first one describes a novel method called 
Multiscale Autoconvolution (MSA), which is a nonlinear 2-D transform that 
makes images insensitive to affine transformations of the pixel coordinates. 
Paper 15 shows that certain MSA coefficients are related to object convexity, and 
based on this property it describes a measure for determining the convexity of 
an arbitrarily shaped object. MSA has also been the basis for other multiscale 
invariants discovered more recently in the group. 

The frequently cited Paper 16 describes a comparative study on two-dimensional 
shape descriptors. Results of this research were utilized by the group in the de-
velopment of an experimental system for recognizing forms and characters on 
cylindrical objects. This system led to an industrial product made by an indus-
trial partner – and a new spin-off company Visy Ltd. was established to advance 
the commercialization. These research activities formed a basis for the document 
analysis research performed in the group in the late 1990s. Paper 17 is a represen-
tative example of this, describing a novel approach to adaptive document image 
binarization. 
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+ Appendices

List of theses

A large number of doctoral, licentiate and master’s theses (diploma theses) have 
been written on machine vision related themes over the years at the Department of 
Electrical and Information Engineering. Some of the listed theses have been writ-
ten to other departments and faculties of the University of Oulu or to other uni-
versities by, e.g. exchange students. Many theses have also been prepared in coop-
eration with the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland or with the industry.

Early image processing activities: 1972–1979

Doctoral theses:

Lappalainen, Pentti: On the conversion of digital pattern information into raster 
scan format using hardware implementation, 1974 

Licentiate theses:

Hämeenaho, Veikko: An analogue image reproduction system with raster 
scanned image source and display, 1977 (in Finnish)

Pietikäinen, Matti: A digital image processing system with raster scanned image 
source and display, 1977 (in Finnish)

Hakalahti, Hannu: A photocopy control unit for a phototypesetting system, 
1979

Tervonen, Mikko: A microprogrammable character generator for a CRT 
phototypesetting system, 1979 

•

•

•

•

•
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Master’s theses:

Hämeenaho, Veikko: On the use of television in image reproduction, 1973 (in 
Finnish)

Lahtinen, Jouko: An automatic system for tracking and registration of 
movements, 1973 (in Finnish)

Nuortio, Veikko: An interactive raster scanned display device, 1973 (in 
Finnish)

Kopra, Tuomas: Design of image storage for a digital image processing system, 
1974 (in Finnish)

Tervonen, Mikko: A three-dimensional movement recording system using 
television techniques and a computer, 1974 (in Finnish)

Hakalahti, Hannu: Improvement of image quality in a repro-TV system by the 
reduction of line raster effects, 1975 (in Finnish)

Pakanen, Jouko: Analysis of a movement tracking system based on the use of 
television techniques and a computer, 1976 (in Finnish)

Klemetti, Lauri: The measurement of the diameter of enameled winding wires, 
1977 (in Finnish)

Suonperä, Jukka: A drink case classification system, 1978 (in Finnish)

Särkelä, Martti: Computer display systems, 1978 (in Finnish)

Vaaraniemi, Markku: A programmable television sync generator with multiple 
frame interlacing, 1978 (in Finnish)

Korva, Risto: A digital image processing system: software and hardware 
development, 1979 (in Finnish) 

Machine vision group established: activities in 1980–1984

Doctoral theses:

Pietikäinen, Matti: Image texture analysis and segmentation, 1982

Hakalahti, Hannu: Image analysis methods for robotic vision, 1985 

Licentiate theses:

Virtanen, Ilkka: Two microprogrammable image processors for a image analysis 
system, 1983 (in Finnish) 

•

•

•

•
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Master’s theses:

Pakaslahti, Kauko: Developing systems programs for digital image processing, 
1980 (in Finnish)

Keränen, Kari: A dot matrix hard copy unit for digitized tone images, 1981 (in 
Finnish)

Nieminen, Ari: Development of image processing software for a digital image 
processing system, 1981 (in Finnish)

Moring, Ilkka: Development of image analysis methods for remote sensing 
research, 1982 (in Finnish)

Silvén, Olli: A digital image processing and display unit, 1982 (in Finnish)

Piironen, Timo: Visual inspection of printed circuit boards by image processing 
methods, 1983 (in Finnish)

Röning, Juha: An image analysis system for industrial applications, 1983 (in 
Finnish)

Ailisto, Heikki: A real-time robot vision system, 1984 (in Finnish)

Kuuluvainen, Ilkka: Image processing software libraries for Salme and VPS 
systems, 1984 (in Finnish)

Matkaselkä, Jorma: The use of Calcomp 936 drum plotter for printing gray scale 
images, 1984 (in Finnish)

Silander, Jussi: Microprogrammable image processors, 1984 (in Finnish) 

Time of growth: activities in 1985–1989

Doctoral theses:

Virtanen, Ilkka: Special processors for two experimental industrial vision 
systems, 1987

Silvén, Olli: Design data-based visual inspection of printed wiring, 1988 

Licentiate theses

Moring, Ilkka: Development of image analysis methods for robotic vision, 1985 
(in Finnish)

Röning, Juha: A multiprocessor system for robot vision and visual inspection, 
1985 (in Finnish)

Ailisto, Heikki: Representation methods for range images based on surface 
descriptions, 1986 (in Finnish)

•

•
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Silvén, Olli: Methods for the visual inspection of printed wiring, 1986

Seppänen, Tapio: Method and processor for visual positioning of robots, 1987 
(in Finnish)

Silander, Jussi: Image processors based on microprogrammable and image flow 
architectures, 1987 (in Finnish)

Westman, Tapani: A semantic net based approach for defect analysis in visual 
inspection, 1987 (in Finnish)

Lindholm, Mikko: Model-based vision in the navigation of a mobile robot, 
1989 (in Finnish) 

Master’s theses:

Huotari, Seppo: Artificial intelligence in visual inspection of printed circuit 
boards, 1985 (in Finnish)

Maliniemi, Heikki: Dimensional mensuration using computer vision, 1985 (in 
Finnish)

Mölsä, Mauri: Visual range sensors for robotics, 1985 (in Finnish)

Seppänen, Tapio: Image processor for a vision system, 1985 (in Finnish)

Lindholm, Mikko: A computer-controlled test vehicle for robot vision, 1986 
(in Finnish)

Westman, Tapani: Artificial intelligence in visual inspection, 1986 (in Finnish)

Koivunen, Visa: Detection of local features from range images, 1987 (in 
Finnish)

Taipale, Tapio: Stereo-based creation of three-dimensional scene representation, 
1987 (in Finnish)

Härkönen, Ari: A microcomputer-based workstation for texture analysis, 1988 
(in Finnish)

Mäki-Torkko, Martti: AI workstation in machine vision research, 1988 (in 
Finnish)

Vuohtoniemi, Vesa: Comparison of semantic net with a transputer-based 
multiprocessing system, 1988 (in Finnish)

Laitinen, Toni: Mathematical morphology in machine vision, 1989 (in 
Finnish)

Riekki, Jukka: World modeling for mobile robot, 1989 (in Finnish) 

•

•

•
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Towards world-class research: activities in 1990–1999

Doctoral theses:

Seppänen, Tapio: Interaction of parallel software and hardware in MIMD-based 
computer vision systems, 1990

Heikkilä, Tapio: A model-based approach to high-level robot control with visual 
guidance, 1990

Röning, Juha: Model-based visual navigation of a mobile robot, 1992

Pehkonen, Kari: Calculation of 3-D pose of a known object in a single perspective 
view, 1992

Koivunen, Visa: Processing and interpretation of 3-D sensory data with an 
application in geometric modeling, 1993

Moring, Ilkka: Laser radar-based range imaging with applications in shape 
measurement and machine control, 1995

Pietikäinen, Markku: Detection of knots in logs using x-ray imaging, 1996

Ailisto, Heikki: CAD model-based planning and vision guidance for optical 3D 
co-ordinate measurement, 1997

Heikkilä, Janne: Accurate camera calibration and feature-based 3-D 
reconstruction from monocular image sequences, 1997

Ojala, Timo: Nonparametric texture analysis using spatial operators, with 
applications in visual inspection, 1997

Sauvola, Jaakko: Document analysis techniques and system components with 
applications in image retrieval, 1997

Paakkari, Jussi: On-line flatness measurement of large steel plates using moiré 
topography, 1998

Laitinen, Jyrki: Evaluation of imaging in automated visual web inspection, 
1998

Kauppinen, Hannu: Development of a color machine vision method for wood 
surface inspection, 1999

Kauniskangas, Hannu: Document image retrieval with improvements in 
database quality, 1999 

Licentiate theses:

Koivunen, Visa: Segmentation of range images based on edge and region 
information, 1990 (in Finnish)

Maliniemi, Heikki: Vision system for endoscopic inspection of steam turbines, 
1991 (in Finnish)

•

•
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Vuohtoniemi, Vesa: Speedup analysis of a transputer-based multiprocessor 
system in computer vision tasks, 1991 (in Finnish)

Rautiola, Kyösti: Implementation choices of the feature calculation unit of a 
visual inspection system, 1992 (in Finnish)

Paakkari, Jussi: Method for evaluating the performance of range imaging devices, 
1993 (in Finnish)

Pulli, Kari: Vision methods for an autonomous machine based on range imaging, 
1993

Riekki, Jukka: A goal-oriented and reactive machine, 1993 (in Finnish)

Härkönen, Ari: A design procedure for image acquisition systems, 1994

Plomp, Johan: Object-oriented development environment for image 
understanding software utilizing perceptual organization, 1996

Miettinen, Jari: Using a TDI camera at a non-zero viewing angle for continuous 
web inspection, 1998 

Master’s theses:

Alapuranen, Pertti: VLSI-circuit for nonlinear image filtering, 1990 (in 
Finnish)

Hihnala, Markku: Motion determination by stereo vision utilizing measurement 
inaccuracy, 1990 (in Finnish)

Kemppainen, Seppo: Moving robot simulator, 1990 (in Finnish)

Miettinen, Jari: Optical scattering measurement for designing imaging for 
machine vision based inspection device, 1990 (in Finnish)

Paakkari, Jussi: CAD-based shape inspection, 1990 (in Finnish)

Plomp, Johan: A VLSI chip for color connectivity analysis, 1990

Takalo-Kippola, Heikki: Ultrasoundvision and servo control in the gripper of 
the laboratory crane, 1990 (in Finnish)

Katajamäki, Mikko: A three-camera stereo vision system, 1991 (in Finnish)

Pulli, Kari: 3D graphics on the multiprocessor system DAMP, 1991

Repo, Tapio: Tracking a known object by using sequences of image frames, 1991 
(in Finnish)

Seppälä, Anne-Mari: The use of three dimensional data in component assembly 
inspection, 1991 (in Finnish)

Kerttula, Mikko: Software tool for the automated design of decision tree classifier 
in machine vision inspection system, 1992 (in Finnish)

Oikarinen, Jarkko: Visualization system for neurosurgical workstation, 1992 (in 
Finnish)

•

•
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Ojala, Timo: Developing texture analysis methods for visual quality control, 
1992 (in Finnish)

Taskila, Ari-Pekka: Representations in three dimensional computer vision and 
CAD, 1992 (in Finnish)

Heikkilä, Janne: Reactive control of a robot using visual tracking, 1993 (in 
Finnish)

Heikkinen, Jouni: Application of texture analysis and classification methods to 
metal surface inspection problems, 1993 (in Finnish)

Kauniskangas, Hannu: Development support for visual inspection systems in 
the Khoros environment, 1993 (in Finnish)

Kauppinen, Hannu: A comparison of Fourier and AR-based shape descriptors 
in pattern recognition, 1993 (in Finnish)

Matero, Jyrki: The prototyping process of a real-time surface inspection system 
software, 1993 (in Finnish)

Nisula, Jarkko: Development of texture analysis software for Khoros image 
processing environment, 1993 (in Finnish)

Ryynänen, Jari: Local histograms for texture characterization and classification, 
1993

Roy, Jean-Francois: A color constancy algorithm for Khoros environment, 1993 
(University of Rennes)

Saaranen, Mika: Processing and visualization of 3D measurement data of 
metallurgical vessels, 1993 (in Finnish)

Hyttinen, Pasi: Machine vision based forms analysis in industrial environment, 
1994 (in Finnish)

Jyrkinen, Lasse: Fuzzy logic in the multisignal analysis of patient monitoring, 
1994 (in Finnish)

Kontinen, Jukka: The assessment of psoriasis area with digital image processing, 
1994 (in Finnish)

Sauvola, Jaakko: Document structure analysis and methods, 1994 (in Finnish)

Vaarala, Tapio: Spectral images in industrial applications, 1994 (in Finnish)

Annanolli, Antero: Environment conversion for image processing software, 
1995 (in Finnish)

Huumonen, Jussi: CCD camera calibration, 1995

Hyyppä, Olli: Development of visualization functions of surface inspection 
system, 1995 (in Finnish)

Oksanen, Jaakko: The world model of the autonomous machine, 1995 (in 
Finnish)

•
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Juntunen, Pekka: Determination of imaging parameters in visual surface 
inspection, 1996 (in Finnish)

Mustonen, Juha: Error behavior of digital video, 1996 (in Finnish)

Haverinen, Janne: Obstacle avoidance in large outdoor vehicles using a light-
stripe based method, 1996 (in Finnish)

Väinämö, Kauko: Neural networks for human aerobic fitness approximation, 
1996

Hakkarainen, Petri: Machine vision applied for wood panel roughness 
measurement, 1997 (in Finnish)

Hietala, Aki: Error resilient video decoding, 1997 (in Finnish)

Martinkauppi, Birgitta: Measuring of small colour differences with a colour 
camera, 1997

Mäkäräinen, Masa: Real-time flatness measurement with Moire fringe technique, 
1997 (in Finnish)

Nieminen, Sami: Benchmarking system for document analysis algorithms, 1997 
(in Finnish)

Saarikettu, Janne: Processing 3-D measurement data of metallurgical vessels, 
1997 (in Finnish)

Chen, Yuhong: Error consealment method for block coded digital video, 1998

Koivusaari, Maija: Implementation of content-based document image retrieval 
system, 1998 (in Finnish)

Sangi, Pekka: Tracking of dynamic contours from image sequences, 1998 (in 
Finnish)

Korhonen, Mika: Visual tracking based on color distributions, 1999 (in 
Finnish)

Koskela, Arto: A moving camera based shape measurement system, 1999 (in 
Finnish)

Metso, Antero: Error resilient H.263 decoder, 1999 (in Finnish)

Mäenpää, Topi: Texture analysis using Fourier spectra and local binary patterns, 
1999

Salo, Petteri: Real-time implementation of image processing algorithms for 
surface inspection of rolled steel strip, 1999 (in Finnish)

Taivalkoski, Seppo: 3-D reconstruction of a catheter profile from 2-D magnetic 
resonance images, 1999 (in Finnish)

Visuri, Miska: New 3 D visualization tool for interactive virtual models, 1999

Voho, Markku: DSP based implementation of H.263 video decoder, 1999 

•

•

•

•
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Reaching research excellence: years 2000–2006

Doctoral theses:

Alakuijala, Jyrki: Algorithms for modeling anatomic and target volumes in 
image-guided neurosurgery and radiotherapy, 2001

Martinkauppi, Birgitta: Face colour under varying illumination - analysis and 
applications, 2002

Repo, Tapio: Modeling of structured 3-D environments from monocular image 
sequences, 2002

Mäenpää, Topi: The local binary pattern approach to texture analysis - extensions 
and applications, 2003

Niskanen, Matti: A visual training based approach to surface inspection, 2003

Hadid, Abdenour: Learning and recognizing faces: from still images to video 
sequences, 2005

Kayo, Olga: Locally linear embedding algorithm: extensions and applications, 
2006 

Licentiate theses:

Galloix, Eric: Towards an automated vision-based distance education assistant, 
2004

Kunttu, Janne Iivari: Pattern recognition methods for indexing of paper image 
database for content-based classification and retrieval, 2003 (Tampere University 
of Technology) (in Finnish) 

Master’s theses:

Hagelberg, Kimmo: Techniques for content-based image retrieval systems, 2000 
(in Finnish)

Hietala, Rami: Volume visualization for virtual endoscopy, 2000

Piirainen, Toni: A content based video classification system, 2000 (in Finnish)

Niskanen, Matti: Lumber inspection with self-organizing maps, 2000 (in 
Finnish)

Pylkkö, Heikki: Real time color-based visual tracking, 2000

Aario, Salla: Plant vitality determination by spectral measurement, 2001 (in 
Finnish)

Huovinen, Jaakko: DSP implementation of an MPEG-4 video decoder, 2001

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Keränen, Heikki: A mobile retrieval user interface for heterogeneous multimedia 
document bases, 2001 (in Finnish)

Korhonen, Johanna: Implementation of the video decoder process on the real-
time system environment, 2001

Kouropteva, Olga: Unsupervised learning with locally linear embedding 
algorithm: an experimental study, 2001 (University of Joensuu)

Rautiainen, Mika: Finding semantic knowledge from images in visual information 
retrieval and surveillance applications, 2001 (in Finnish)

Helppi, Ville-Veikko: The design and implementation of simulator software for 
a computer assisted 3D virtual environment, 2002 (in Finnish)

Karjalainen, Janne: Visual hand tracking using condensation algorithm for user 
interaction, 2002

Känsälä, Ilkka: Secure architecture for fingerprint verification in the PDA, 
2002

Luoma-aho, Jari: Model-based visual tracking for camera pose estimation, 
2002

Matinmikko, Esa: Image database browsing system, 2002 (in Finnish)

Ojansivu, Ville: Quality measurement of digital video, 2002

Remes, Jukka: Control system for robots operating in unstructured environments, 
2002 (in Finnish)

Tikanmäki, Antti: Mobile robot’s environment modelling and visualization, 
2002

Toivonen, Tuukka: Number theoretic transform-based block motion estimation, 
2002

Turtinen, Markus: Machine vision based paper characterization, 2002 (in 
Finnish)

Qvist, Mika: Hybrid motion tracking for augmented reality applications, 2002

Fleuriot, Morgane: Quality of paper by texture analysis, 2003 (University of 
Saint-Etienne)

Hannuksela, Jari: Facial feature based head tracking and pose estimation, 2003

Heikkinen, Antti: Unequal error protection in wireless video transmission, 2003 
(in Finnish)

Hietajärvi, Matti: Application of phase-measurement to 3D-surface inspection 
of steel sheets, 2003 (in Finnish)

Kylmänen, Jaakko: Configuration and use of a remote GSM camera device, 
2003 (in Finnish)

•

•

•

•
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Laitinen, Tuulikki: Self-organizing maps in the datamining and visualization of 
multimedia, 2003 (in Finnish)

Niemelä, Raimo: Person identification with color histograms, 2003 (in 
Finnish)

Nurmela, Tomi: Recognizing 3D textures with the Local Binary Pattern method, 
2003 (in Finnish)

Pietilä, Sami: Software implementation of video encoder, 2003 (in Finnish)

Saarinen Pentti: Architecture of a proactive machine vision system, 2003 (in 
Finnish)

Tikkanen, Matti: Applicability of embedded Linux platform for advanced 
surveillance purpose, 2003 (in Finnish)

Ahonen, Timo: Face recognition with local binary patterns, 2004

Heikkilä, Marko: Moving object detection with a texture-based method, 2004 
(in Finnish)

Hyyryläinen, Aki: Realization of image post-processing in a hardware-based 
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Tiivistelmä

From algorithms to vision systems                                               
– Machine Vision Group 25 years 

Matti Pietikäinen, Hannakaisa Aikio and Kaisa Karppinen (eds.)

Oulun yliopiston sähkö- ja tietotekniikan osastossa toimiva Konenäön tutkimus-
ryhmä on saavuttanut kunnioitettavan 25 vuoden iän. From algorithms to vision 
systems – Machine Vision Group 25 years -juhlakirjassa esitellään ryhmän vaiheita 
1970-luvulta elokuuhun 2006. 

Juhlakirjan laaja historiaosio alkaa varhaisen kuvankäsittelyn vuosista 1972–1979, 
jolloin onnistuttiin kehittämään useita perusmetodeja, työkaluja ja järjestelmiä 
tietokoneiden kapasiteetin pienuudesta huolimatta. Tietämys järjestelmätason 
ongelmista, mikroprosessoreista ja videoteknologiasta loivat jo tuolloin perustaa 
teolliselle konenäölle. 

1980-luvun alussa laboratorioinsinöörin tehtäviä hoitanut Matti Pietikäinen, sit-
temmin professori ja ryhmän johtaja, vieraili Yhdysvaltain itärannikolla sijaitse-
vassa Marylandin yliopistossa toimien sen tutkimusassistenttina. Vierailunsa aika-
na hän työsti kuvatekstuurianalyysia ja segmentointia käsittelevän väitöskirjansa 
kuva-analyysialan johtavana tutkijana tunnetun professori Azriel Rosenfeldin oh-
jauksessa. Ilman tuota vierailua ryhmä ei olisi luultavasti koskaan alkanut tutkia 
varsinaista konenäköä, tekstuurianalyysistä puhumattakaan. Tutkimuksessa olisi 
luultavasti jääty kansalliselle tai maakuntasarjatasolle. Vierailu oli ylipäätään ryh-
män synnyn kannalta keskeinen.

Konenäön ryhmän tutkimustoiminnan varsinaisesti käynnistyttyä vuonna 1981 
keskeinen tutkimusalue oli teollinen konenäkö lukuisine sovelluksineen esimer-
kiksi automaattisen visuaalisen laaduntarkastuksen ja robottiohjauksen alueilla. 
Aluksi ryhmän oli puolusteltava olemassaoloaan ja kiinnostuksen kohteitaan, ku-
ten digitaalista kuvankäsittelyä – elektroniikka ja tietoliikenne olivat sitä vastoin jo 
vakiinnuttaneet paikkansa. 

Höyryturbiinin siipien murtumien identifioiminen, uudet menetelmät värikuvien 
segmentointiin sekä robottinäkösovelluksissa hyödynnettävät kuva-analyysimeto-
dit olivat tutkijoiden kiinnostuksen kohteita. Elektroniikan piirilevyjen tarkastus 
nousi keskeiseksi tutkimusalueeksi vuonna 1983. Unix-ympäristön merkitys tut-
kimuksessa alkoi vahvistua.

Uusia teknologiaohjelmia

Vuodet 1985–1989 olivat ryhmän kasvun aikaa. Edellytykset tutkimuksen tekoon 
kehittyivät huomattavasti Tekesin esiteltyä uudet teknologiaohjelmansa, joiden 
useissa hankkeissa ryhmällä oli suuri rooli. Konenäön ryhmä toimi jo tuolloin 
pääosin ulkoisella rahoituksella, ja Tekesin ohella Suomen Akatemia oli tärkeä ra-
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hoittaja. Vuonna 1987 ryhmässä työskenteli yli 15 henkeä, ja ryhmä olikin Suo-
men laajin konenäön alueella. Tutkimuksen pääpaino oli teollisen automaation 
sovellusten ja järjestelmien kehityksessä. Robottinäön järjestelmät ja algoritmit 
olivat keskeisiä, ja huomiota kiinnitettiin erityisesti liikkuvien laitteiden visuaali-
seen ohjaukseen. 

1990-luvun alussa ryhmän toiminta kehittyi edelleen – voidaan puhua jo maa-
ilmanluokan tutkimuksesta. Vaikka maata vaivasi taloudellinen lama, tutkimus-
rahoitus ei juuri supistunut. Ryhmän ja VTT:n yhteishankkeissa tehtiin useita 
lisensiaatin- ja väitöstöitä: tutkijat perehtyivät niissä muun muassa älykkäisiin, 
itsenäisiin koneisiin ja niiden kontrollointiin. Konenäön tutkimusryhmällä oli 
useita hankkeita Tekesin viisivuotisessa konenäön teknologiaohjelmassa. Ryhmä 
osallistui aktiivisesti myös eurooppalaisiin tutkimusohjelmiin, joita muun muassa 
Euroopan komissio rahoitti. 1990-luvun alussa elettiin myös tekstuuritutkimuk-
sen renessanssia – tutkimuksessa palattiin Pietikäisen Maryland-vierailusta alkunsa 
saaneeseen tekstuuritutkimukseen. 

Vuosikymmenen puolivälissä ryhmä palasi perusasioihin, metodologian kehittä-
miseen. Liike-, tekstuuri- ja värianalyysi oli keskiössä, ja myös kameran kalibroin-
tiin kiinnitettiin huomiota. Elzbieta Marszalec, Birgitta Martinkauppi ja Mari-
cor Soriano olivat ensimmäisiä naispuolisia tutkijoita, jotka toimivat ryhmässä 
pitempään. 

1990-luvun lopussa ryhmää kutsuttiin Konenäön ja mediankäsittelyn yksikök-
si. Tutkimus kattoi niin konenäön, älykkäät järjestelmät kuin mediankäsittelyn. 
Toiminnan laajennuttua yksikkö jaettiin kahdeksi erilliseksi tutkimusryhmäksi, 
Konenäön ja älykkäiden järjestelmien ryhmäksi sekä MediaTeam Oulu -ryhmäksi. 
Jaon ansiosta tutkimus terävöityi. 

Vuosituhannen alkuun mennessä ryhmä oli saavuttanut tutkimuksellisen huippu-
tason. Monet merkittävät löydöt ja innovaatiot, lukuisat julkaisut alan tunnetuissa 
journaaleissa ja konferensseissa ja yhteistyö maailmankuulujen tutkijoiden ja tut-
kimusryhmien kanssa kertovat ryhmän tasosta. Konenäkötutkimus Konenäön ja 
älykkäiden järjestelmien ryhmässä jaettiin kuva-analyysiin ja kuvasekvenssien ana-
lyysiin. Tammikuussa 2002 ryhmä muutti uusiin tiloihin, Tietotalo I:een. Saman 
vuoden lopussa ryhmä jakaantui Konenäön ryhmäksi ja Älykkäiden järjestelmien 
ryhmäksi. 

Myös 2000-luvulla ryhmällä on ollut useita Suomen Akatemian ja Tekesin 
rahoittamia hankkeita, kuten Texture Analysis in Machine Vision, Analysis of 
3-D Textured Surfaces, Machine Vision for Sensing and Understanding Human 
Actions – Provision, Virtually Extended Camera-based User Interface, Methods 
for Transform Domain Pattern Analysis, VISOP – Visual Training of an Inspection 
Equipment based on Machine Vision, VIDECS – Video Coding Solutions for 
Wireless Applications sekä edelleen jatkuva Person Identification in Mobile 
Devices and Video Surveillance. 
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Kansainvälisyyttä

Ryhmässä on aina arvostettu kansainvälistymistä ja ymmärretty sen merkitys tie-
teelliselle työlle. Vierailut ulkomaisiin yliopistoihin, tutkimuslaitoksiin ja yrityk-
siin ovat olleet merkittäviä paitsi yksittäisen tutkijan myös koko ryhmän näkökul-
masta: niiden avulla on luotu hyödyllisiä verkostoja ja omaksuttu uusia käytäntöjä 
tieteellisen tiedon tuottamiseen. Erilaisten seminaarien ja konferenssien järjestä-
minen, yhteishankkeet ulkomaisten tutkimusosapuolten kanssa sekä toiminta alan 
seurojen ja yhdistysten päättävissä elimissä ovat esimerkkejä kansainvälistymisen 
muodoista.

Jo Konenäön tutkimusryhmän perustamisen aikoihin tutkijat vierailivat Matti 
Pietikäisen tapaan ahkerasti erityisesti Marylandin yliopistossa, johon luodut suh-
teet ovat sittemmin johtaneet arvokkaaseen, useita vuosikymmeniä kestäneeseen 
tutkimusyhteistyöhön. Professori Matti Pietikäisen rooli Maryland-yhteistyössä 
on ollut merkittävä.

Ryhmä tekee merkittävää tutkimusyhteistyötä myös Kiinan tiedeakatemian, 
ranskalaisen INRIA Rhône-Alpes -tutkimusinstituutin, Tshekin tiedeakatemian 
ja saksalaisen Freiburgin yliopiston kanssa. Tutkimusyhteistyöhön kuuluu paitsi 
yhteisiä hankkeita myös aktiivista tutkijavaihtoa. Ulkomaisten tutkijoiden osuus 
koko henkilökunnasta on kasvussa, ja Infotech Oulun tuella ryhmällä on ollut 
mahdollisuus kutsua vierailevia luennoitsijoita ulkomailta. Kotimaisista tutkimus-
yhteistyökumppaneista voidaan mainita Oulun yliopiston radiologian klinikka.

Merkittävät näytöt

25 vuoden aikana Konenäön ryhmä on saanut aikaan tuloksia, jotka ovat saaneet 
paljon huomiota ja joita niin teollisuus kuin muut tutkijat ovat laajalti hyödyn-
täneet. Tieteellisten saavutusten kirjo ulottuu tekstuurianalyysista kamerageomet-
riaan. Tulokset kasvojen analyysissa, koneoppimisessa, liikkeen estimoinnissa ja 
värianalyysissa ovat mittavia. 

Paikallisiin binäärikuvioihin (Local Binary Pattern, LBP) perustuva tekstuuriana-
lyysi on saanut alkunsa Konenäön ryhmässä. Metodologiaa on hyödynnetty laajal-
ti, ja sen voidaankin katsoa yhdistävän perinteisiä, toisistaan poikkeavia tilastollisia 
ja rakenteellisia tekstuurianalyysin malleja. LBP-metodi onkin harvoja tietokone-
näössä hyödynnettyjä yleisiä metodeja.

Metodilla on saatu hyviä tuloksia erityisesti visuaalisessa laadunvalvonnassa, kas-
vojentunnistuksessa sekä kasvojen ja liikkuvien kohteiden havaitsemisessa kuvista. 
Viime aikoina sitä on sovellettu ilmeiden tunnistuksessa sekä kasvojen tunnista-
misessa kasvojen dynamiikkaa hyödyntäen. Huomiota on kiinnitetty myös siihen, 
kuinka metodologia sovelluksineen toimii mobiileissa päätelaitteissa. 

Kameran kalibrointia puolestaan käytetään kolmiulotteisessa konenäössä geomet-
risten kameramallien parametrien määrittelemiseksi. Ryhmä on kehittänyt para-
metrien määrittelyyn uuden menetelmän, joka on otettu käyttöön useissa tutki-
musryhmissä sekä teollisuudessa. 
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Toisentyyppistä tutkimusta edustaa tutkijoiden luoma visuaalisen tarkastuksen 
kehysympäristö, jonka ansiosta opetusnäytteitä ei tarvitse valita manuaalisesti ja 
luokkarajat voidaan määrittää ilman tarkkaa tietoa järjestelmän sisäisistä paramet-
reista. Menetelmää voidaan hyödyntää esimerkiksi puupintojen ja paperin laadun 
visuaalisessa tarkastuksessa. 

Tutkimuksessa on kehitetty myös menetelmä liikkeen estimointiin. Sitä on hyö-
dynnetty muun muassa videokuvan vakauttamisessa sekä kamerapohjaisen käyttö-
liittymän toteuttamisessa mobiililaitteeseen. Menetelmä on osoittautunut tarkaksi 
ja nopeaksi kummassakin edellä mainitussa käyttöyhteydessä. 

Ryhmässä on tutkittu myös ihmisen ihon havainnointia. Tutkijat ovat esitelleet 
ns. skin locus -menetelmän, joka kykenee havainnoimaan ihoalueet vaihtelevissa 
valaistusolosuhteissa. Yksinkertaisuudestaan huolimatta menetelmä toimii tehok-
kaasti: sillä on saatu vertailevissa tutkimuksissa parempia tuloksia kuin vastaavilla, 
alan parhaimmistoon kuuluvilla menetelmillä.

Tutkimusalueista voidaan mainita vielä affiini-invariantit piirteet, joita voidaan 
käyttää kohteiden tunnistamisessa ja määritettäessä affiinia muunnosta kahdesta 
eri kuvakulmasta otetun kuvan välillä. Affiinit invariantit ovat ryhmän uusi, vah-
vassa nousussa oleva tutkimusalue, jonka tuloksia on jo julkaistu laajalti parhailla 
foorumeilla.

Ryhmässä on tehty useita tietokantoja, jotka on saatettu Internetiin kaikkien kiin-
nostuneiden ulottuville tai jotka ovat saatavilla Cd-rom-muodossa.

Teollisuusyhteistyö onnistunutta

Konenäön tutkimusryhmän tuloksia on teollisuudessa hyödynnetty laajalti. 
Erityisesti visuaaliseen laaduntarkastukseen, tuotteiden lajitteluun sekä robot-
tiohjaukseen liittyvät sovellukset ovat esimerkkejä tutkimuksen onnistuneesta 
hyödyntämisestä. Viime aikoina myös lääketieteelliseen kuvantamiseen, videon 
koodaukseen sekä älykkäisiin käyttöliittymiin liittyvälle tutkimukselle on löydetty 
käyttöä teollisuudessa.

Uudet teollisuushankkeet rakentuvat pitkälti aiempien näyttöjen ja henkilökoh-
taisten, epämuodollisten keskustelujen ja suhteiden pohjalta. Yritykset luottavat 
yliopistolliseen tutkimukseen ja näkevät sen tukevan omia tutkimus- ja kehitys-
aktiviteettejaan. Yhteistyötä harjoitettaessa konenäön ryhmä luo tieteellisesti, 
tutkimuksellisesti uutta, kun taas yritykset lähestyvät tutkimusongelmaa omasta 
näkökulmastaan: kaupallinen hyödynnettävyys ja ansaintalogiikat ovat keskeisiä. 
Tekesin rahoitus toimii välittäjänä yliopiston ja yritysten intressien kohtaamisessa. 
Osa hankkeista on kokonaan teollisuuden rahoittamia. 

Yritysten osaamisalueet täydentävät toisiaan, ja yhteistyö muodostaa jatkumon 
perustutkimuksesta lopullisiin, kaupallisesti hyödynnettäviin sovelluksiin. Keski-
näisellä yhteydenpidolla ja palautteella on keskeinen merkitys yhteistyön onnis-
tumisen kannalta. Mahdolliset epäonnistumiset kyetään kääntämään arvokkaiksi 
oppimiskokemuksiksi. 
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Eräät ryhmän tutkijat ovat onnistuneet itse kaupallistamaan tutkimustuloksiaan. 
Visy, Intopii ja Neagen ovat uudehkoja ns. spin-off-yrityksiä, jotka on perustettu 
ryhmässä tehdyn tutkimuksen edelleen kehittämiseksi ja kaupallistamiseksi.  

Henkilökohtaista tunnustusta

Konenäön tutkimusryhmän yksittäiset tutkijat ovat saaneet lukuisia kunnia-
mainintoja ja huomionosoituksia, jotka kertovat paitsi tieteellisestä osaamisesta 
myös sinnikkyydestä ja peräänantamattomuudesta. Professori Matti Pietikäinen 
on palkittu toiminnastaan International Association for Pattern Recognition 
(IAPR) -yhdistyksessä ja konenäön ja sen sovellusten teollisen hyödyntämisen 
edistämisestä. Hän on toiminut yhdistyksen hallituksessa vuodesta 1989. Vuo-
sina 2000–2005 hän toimi IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence -julkaisun avustavana toimittajana. Tätä nykyä hän on mukana toi-
mittamassa Pattern Recognition -journaalia. Pietikäinen on työskennellyt Suomen 
Akatemian varttuneena tutkijana vuosina 2001–2002 ja 2006–2007. 

Professori Janne Heikkilä sai Tekniikan edistämissäätiön arvostetun Nuoren tutki-
jan palkinnon vuonna 2001 sekä Oulun yliopiston vanhemman tutkijan palkin-
non. Vuonna 2006 hänet valittiin Suomen hahmontunnistustutkimuksen seura 
ry:n puheenjohtajaksi. Tutkija Esa Rahtu valittiin seuran sihteeriksi ja TkT Sami 
Brandt rahastonhoitajaksi. Heikkilä on menestynyt myös tutkimusrahoituksen 
saannissa.

Professori Olli Silvén johti vuosina 1998–2000 IAPR:n teollisuussovellusten komi-
teaa. Hän on toiminut arvioitsijana eurooppalaisissa hankkeissa sekä jäsenenä ko-
nenäön alan suomalaisessa, teknologiansiirtoa pohtivassa ESPRIT-johtoryhmässä. 

Useat ryhmän tutkijat ovat saaneet kansallista ja kansainvälistä tunnustusta opin-
näytetöistään ja julkaisuistaan. Vision Club of Finland myöntää vuosittain Vision 
Prize -stipendin, jonka tarkoitus on edistää konenäön teollista soveltamista ja ko-
nenäön tutkimusta korkeakouluissa ja opistoissa. Konenäön ryhmän tutkijoista 
stipendin ovat saaneet Mika Korhonen (2000), Matti Niskanen (2001), Markus 
Turtinen (2003) ja Sami Huttunen (2006). Suomen hahmontunnistustutkimuk-
sen seura ry. on palkinnut parhaasta hahmontunnistusta käsittelevästä lopputyöstä 
Olga Kayon (o.s. Kouropteva) vuonna 2002 sekä Jari Hannukselan vuonna 2004. 
Lopputöistään on palkittu myös Seppo Taivalkoski (Society of Mathematics, Phy-
sics and Computer Science, 2000) ja Vili Kellokumpu (IEEE Student Branch 
Oulu, 2006). 

Väitöskirjoistaan on palkittu niin Sami Brandt (palkitsija Suomen hahmontunnis-
tustutkimuksen seura ry. vuonna 2004), Mikko Salo (Helsingin yliopisto, 2003) 
kuin Guoying Zhao (Institute of Computing Technology of the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences, 2005). Janne Heikkilän, Birgitta Martinkaupin ja Topi Mäenpään 
väitöskirjat ovat olleet ehdolla Skandinavian parhaimmiksi kuva-analyysin ja hah-
montunnistuksen alueilla. Oulun yliopisto myönsi TkT Timo Ojalalle (nykyisin 
professori) ja Dr. Oleg Okunille dosentuurin kuva-analyysin alueella.  
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Tulevaisuus on valoisa

Kirja osoittaa, että Konenäön ryhmä on nyt vahvempi kuin koskaan – se on saa-
vuttanut kansainvälisen huipun. Ryhmän tutkijat työskentelevät tiiviisti yhdessä, 
minkä ansiosta jokaisen henkilökohtainen asiantuntemus saadaan parhaiten käyt-
töön. Vanhempien ja jo väitelleiden tutkijoiden osuus on kasvanut, kansainvälinen 
yhteistyö johtavien tutkimusryhmien ja tutkijoiden kanssa tiivistynyt, ja ryhmä on 
onnistunut rekrytoimaan lahjakkaimpia opiskelijoita tutkijanuralle – asiantunte-
mus ja tutkimuksen tuottavuus ovat lisääntyneet. 

Tulevaisuuden kiinnostuksen kohteet liittyvät erityisesti kamerapohjaisiin järjes-
telmiin ja siihen, miten ne saadaan ymmärtämään kuvien sisältöä, semminkin kun 
kuvia otetaan varsin vaihtelevissa olosuhteissa. Myös muut tekijät, kuten muutok-
set taustassa ja kohteiden muodot, asettavat omat haasteensa. Sovelluksia suunni-
tellaan muun muassa proaktiivisen ja kaikkialla läsnä olevan laskennan alueille, 
mobiileihin päätelaitteisiin, biometriikkaan, visuaaliseen valvontaan, ihmisen ja 
koneen välisiin käyttöliittymiin, multimediaan, sisältöpohjaiseen hakuun sekä 
laitteiden ohjaukseen. 

Tutkimus on yhä enemmän monitieteistä. Tulevaisuudessa kiinnitetään huomiota 
myös siihen, kuinka sovellukset saadaan toimimaan ei-kontrolloiduissa olosuh-
teissa, kuten kodeissa. Mielenkiinto kohdistuu tällöin esimerkiksi ihmisten hyvin-
vointiin ja turvallisuuteen. Konenäön sovelluksia pyritään tuomaan myös kulut-
tajien ulottuville. Sitä ennen täytyy ratkaista monia teknistieteellisiä ongelmia ja 
saavuttaa läpimurtoja. Jotta teknologia olisi mahdollisimman helppokäyttöistä, on 
geneeristä metodologiaa kehitettävä. 

Tuleva tutkimus voidaan jakaa metodien kehitykseen, proaktiivisen konenäön ja 
kaikkialla läsnä olevan laskennan järjestelmiin sekä näköjärjestelmien suunnittelu-
tekniikkaan. Metodityön pohja on ryhmän tekstuuri- ja videoanalyysitutkimuk-
sessa, mutta siihen sisältyy myös muun muassa ihmisten ja heidän toimintansa 
mallinnusta ja analyysia. 

Ryhmä pyrkii jatkossakin tasapainottamaan toimintansa taloudellista perustaa. 
Läheistä yhteistyötä kansainvälisten partnerien, teollisuuden ja muiden sidos-
ryhmien kanssa jatketaan, ja kuten aiemminkin, tutkijoiden uramahdollisuuksia 
kehitetään. Ryhmä osallistuu myös tulevaisuudessa aktiivisesti Infotech Oulun ja 
GETA-tutkijakoulujen toimintaan. Kansallisen tutkijakoulujärjestelmän merkitys 
jatko-opiskelijoiden koulutuksessa on ollut suuri, ja Konenäön ryhmän tutkijat 
ovatkin menestyneet tutkijakoulupaikkoja jaettaessa hyvin. Jos rahoituksen lisää-
misessä ja lahjakkaiden tutkijoiden rekrytoinnissa onnistutaan odotetulla tavalla, 
tohtoreita valmistuu tulevina vuosina nykyistä enemmän. 

Ryhmää on johtanut alusta saakka professori Matti Pietikäinen. Professorit Olli 
Silvén ja Janne Heikkilä toimivat ryhmän varajohtajina. Nykyisiä tutkimusalueita 
ovat tekstuuripohjainen tietokonenäkö, geometrinen kuva- ja videoanalyysi, ih-
misen toiminnan aistimisessa ja ymmärtämisessä tarvittava konenäkö, oppiminen 
konenäössä sekä näköjärjestelmien suunnittelutekniikka. 
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Muisteluja, julkaisuja ja opinnäytteitä

Konenäön tutkimusryhmässä on työskennellyt sen 25-vuotisen toiminnan aikana 
paljon alan asiantuntijoita, jotka ovat sittemmin siirtyneet muihin tutkimuslaitoksiin 
ja yritysmaailmaan. Yhtä kaikki heidän laajalle tietämykselleen ja ryhmässä saamal-
leen koulutukselle on ollut laajalti kysyntää erilaisissa asiantuntija- ja johtotehtävissä. 
Konenäön ryhmä tunnetaankin laadukkaasta tutkijakoulutuksestaan. 

Tutkimusprofessori Heikki Ailisto, TkT Hannu Hakalahti, professori Timo Ojala ja 
apulaisprofessori Maricor Soriano kertovat juhlakirjassa omasta urastaan Konenäön 
ryhmässä ja siitä, kuinka se on tukenut heitä heidän myöhemmissä haasteissaan. Pro-
fessori Janne Heikkilä puolestaan valottaa, millaista on työskennellä Konenäön ryh-
mässä ja kuinka ryhmä on 14 vuodessa kehittynyt.

Kirjan toinen osa koostuu ryhmässä laadituista tieteellisistä artikkeleista, joista kirjaan 
on valittu 17 keskeisintä. Ne on alun perin julkaistu alan arvostetuimmilla foorumeil-
la, joihin hyväksytään tavallisesti vain varsin pieni osa kaikista tarjotuista artikkeleista. 
Konenäön tutkimusryhmän julkaisutoiminta on ollut aktiivista, ja kaikki ryhmän vi-
ime vuosien julkaisut ovat löydettävissä ryhmän verkkosivuilta osoitteesta http://www.
ee.oulu.fi/mvg/mvg.php?page=publications.

Juhlakirjan liiteosaan on koottu luettelo konenäköön liittyvistä diplomi- ja lisen-
siaatintöistä sekä väitöskirjoista, joista valtaosa on tehty Oulun yliopiston sähkö- ja 
tietotekniikan osastossa. Useat opinnäytteet on laadittu yhteistyössä VTT:n tai teol-
lisuuden kanssa. Työt ovat säilytteillä teknillisen tiedekunnan tiedekirjasto Telluksessa 
tai Luna-kirjastossa.  
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